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Abstract
With the rising concern of concussions in contact sports, it is believed that cervical
muscles could play a vital role in attenuating force to the head. However, the
biomechanical effect of cervical muscles on head and brain response is not clearly
understood. This study adopted a finite element head and neck model to replicate football
impacts under various loading conditions to study the effect of neck muscles on head
kinematics. Our results indicate that neck muscles have the highest amount of internal
energy absorption in early impact, particularly at the time when peak head kinematics
develop. Both deep and superficial muscles are equally important in stabilizing the head.
Early muscle activation was found to have no effect on rotational based injury metrics
(BrIC), but relative movement of the head before impact could increase brain strain.
Furthermore, our results demonstrate that reduced neck stiffness due to fatigue may
increase head responses, increasing the likelihood of sustaining repetitive concussions.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), commonly known as concussion, is a major concern
in contact sports particularly in American football. Although a lot of changes have been
made to the game of football by introducing new protective gears such as helmets to
reduce the risk of head injury, the number of concussions is still on the rise each year for
both young and professional athletes. It is believed that developing neck strength and
stiffness through proper muscle training and awareness of impact could help mitigate
concussive force to the head. Due to methodological constraints and ethical concerns, it is
very difficult to conduct studies at the tissue level to understand the proper influence of
neck and head response on human volunteers.
We adopted a novel computational approach using a detailed and validated finite element
head and neck model (50th percentile male - GHBMC) to investigate the effect of cervical
muscles in concussive impacts on head with various loading conditions. The impact
locations and velocities were based on NOCSAE (National Operating Committee on
Standards for Athletic Equipment) linear impactor testing standards. Our findings show
that, of all the major anatomical regions, cervical muscles absorb the most internal energy
early in impacts, implying a role in stabilizing the head at the time when peak head
responses are developed. Moreover, our results have helped us find the importance of
both deep and superficial neck muscles, as we ranked each muscle based on their internal
energy absorption. Further results from our studies suggest that in low velocity impacts,
activating muscles could help to reduce head injuries, but not decrease the likelihood of
mTBI in an average male. Muscle fatigue caused by prolonged games has been
associated to a decrease in neck force output, and we discovered that it can raise peak
head kinematics as well as other injury metric parameters. This could increase the
likelihood of concussions or have more serious repercussions, such as a second
concussion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1

Research Rationale

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) or concussion is a form of traumatic brain injury
affecting athletes in contact sports [1, 2]. It is estimated that 3.8 million sports-related
concussions (SRC) occur each year and recent statistics have shown the number of SRC
increased by 62% in young athletes in the United States [3-6]. Concussions in early years
could increase the risk of brain injury later in life [7], and past studies have indicated that
athletes who have had a concussion in the past are more likely to get another with a
longer recovery time [8]. According to post-mortem brain results, repetitive concussions
could lead to suicidal tendency and permanent neurodegenerative disorder such as
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) in athletes [9-12]. Cervical musculature is
hypothesized to have an important role in head kinematics, which could be exploited as a
risk-reduction strategy for mTBI [13-15]. However, the role of cervical strength and
stiffness by anticipating an impact is poorly understood. Past literature has drawn
contradictory conclusions which creates a gap in understanding the relationship between
cervical muscles and concussion due to methodological limitations involving human
volunteers, dynamic activity of muscles, equipment, and experimental settings. This
thesis used a numerical approach to comprehensively understand the role of neck on head
response in a blunt impact using a finite element (FE) human body model and a linear
impactor.

1.2
1.2.1

Anatomy of the Skull, Brain, and Neck
Skull anatomy

The skull is a bony structure made up of multiple bones that surrounds the brain in a
protective chamber. The cranium and the face are the two primary groups of bones that
make up the skull. The brain, meninges, and cerebral vasculature are protected mainly by
1

the cranium. There are a total of eight cranium bones. The roof of the cranial is formed
by the frontal, occipital, and two parietal bones. The cranial base is made up of six bones:
the frontal, sphenoid, ethmoid, occipital, parietal, and temporal. The face skeleton is
made up of 14 bones: two Zygomatic bones, two Lacrimal bones, two Nasal bones, two
Inferior nasal conchae bones, two Palatine bones, two Maxilla bones, two Vomer bones,
and one Mandible bone. (Figure 1-1)

Figure 1-1: Anatomy of Skull (Adapted from Wikimedia commons) [16]

1.2.2

Brain anatomy

The brain is a complex anatomical feature weighing approximately 3 lbs or 2% of the
bodyweight of a 150lb adult [17]. It is protected by the skull and is made up of three
connective tissue membranes known as meninges. The cerebrospinal fluid acts as a shock
absorber for the brain during fast head movement. The cerebrum, brainstem, and
cerebellum are the three major regions of the brain. The cerebrum includes paired
cerebral hemisphere, median segment, and diencephalon. The cerebral hemispheres
2

consist of gray matter (cerebral cortex), white matter, corpus striatum, corpus callosum,
anterior commissure, hippocampal formation, and the amygdala. Sulci mark the
hemispheres on the outer surface, the gyrus is a ridge that connects two sulci. Each
hemisphere is separated into 6 lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, insula, and
limbic. Each part of the brain consists of various material properties and controls human
behaviors and emotions [18-20]. Moreover, the brain parts are very delicate as small
deformation could easily cause an injury [21]. Past studies suggest deformation in certain
region of the brain is mostly associated with concussion which includes corpus callosum,
thalamus, midbrain, and brainstem [22-25].

Figure 1-2:Anatomy of brain (Adapted from Wikimedia commons) [23]
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1.2.3

Neck anatomy

The neck is an important structure that connects the head to the shoulder and chest while
containing several vital anatomical structures including muscles, bones, and other soft
tissues. These structures are responsible for various necessary activities such as
breathing, speaking, swallowing , support and stabilization for the brain and cervical
spine [26]. In this thesis, the major mechanical components were focused on, which
mostly contains the muscles of the neck and the cervical spine. The neck muscles can be
classified based on their functionality and position. The model used in this thesis has 26
muscles in the cervical region. Based on their involvement in the head movement, the
muscles can be divided into flexor or extensor. The flexor muscles assist the head to
move or rotate forward while the extensor muscles helps to move or rotate the head
backward in the sagittal plane [27]. Moreover, based on their relative position from the
skin, the muscles can be further classified into deep and superficial muscles. Deep
muscles lie closer to the bone and are responsible for maintaining stability of the head
while surface muscles, also known as the superficial muscles, are located closer to the
skin and are responsible for peak exertions as well as providing reinforcement to
maintain the spine in extreme head postures [28].

4

Figure 1-3: Anatomy of neck muscles [27]
The bone structure in the neck is called the cervical spine, and it spans from the base of
the head to the first thoracic vertebrae (T1) The cervical spinal column allows the head to
move around in three axis including flexion, extension, rotation and lateral flexion [29]. It
acts as a protective case for the spinal cord and nerve roots, also possesses many
ligaments, facets, endplates, and intervertebral discs. There are 7 vertebrae in the cervical
spine which are labelled from C1 to C7 (top to bottom). C3-C6 have similar vertebral
body while C1, C2 and C7 have atypical shapes. The first vertebrae (C1) is known as the
Atlas which is ring- shaped and connects directly to the skull. The second vertebrae (C2)

5

is known as the Axis, and it is circular in shape with an odontoid process (dens) that
allows the Atlas to rotate and serves as the pivot for the head's motion. C3- C6 consists of
similar structural characteristics with the vertebral body, vertebral arch, and facet joints.
The seventh vertebrae (C7) links to the top of the thoracic spine (T1) and has the largest
spinous process of the vertebrae above.
The vertebral body carries 2/3 of total vertebral load [30]. It is composed of cancellous
bone which is covered by a thin layer of cortical bone. The ligaments are primarily
responsible for bearing tensile load and maintaining the spine's stability. The
intervertebral discs lie between two adjacent vertebrae which bares compressive load and
acts as a shock absorber.

Figure 1-4: Anatomy of the Cervical Spine [30]
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1.3

Sports concussion

The biomechanics of sports related concussion (SRC) involves a force transmitting to the
skull by a direct or indirect blow to the head, face, neck or chest [31]. This will cause
rotational motion of the skull which will further be transmitted to the outer surface of the
brain, inducing shear strain and deformation of the brain tissues due to inertia, resulting
in axonal damage [25, 32-35]. A variety of short term clinical symptoms could be
observed in a concussed athlete including physical, emotional, somatic, behavioral
changes, and cognitive impairments [36]. A few studies on different contact sports
(soccer, football, ice hockey and boxing) linked repetitive head impacts and multiple
concussions to permanent brain damage and neuropsychological impairments [37-39].
Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a tool to measure connectivity in the brain [40] and is
generally used to assess the degree of anisotropic diffusion within a region [41].
Typically, in regions with high brain organizations such as the corpus callosum, FA is
close to unity. Several studies indicate that FA is positively linked with many cognitive
functions of the brain [42, 43]. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) of professional boxers
who sustained repetitive head impacts indicated microstructural abnormalities and
decreased fractional anisotropy [44-46].
The Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans also indicated diffuse axonal injury in
boxers with longer careers [47]. Moreover, there is adequate evidence suggesting that
athletes who sustained concussions are at higher risk of sustaining multiple concussions
and could even suffer from second impact syndrome (SIS) [48, 49]. Long-term exposure
to repetitive concussions was also found to raise the risk of depression, suicidal ideation,
and other neurodegenerative disorders such as Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy
(CTE), dementia pugilistica, and Alzheimer's [50-54].
Hence, researchers both at academic and industrial capacities use different approaches
including clinical, pathological, and biomechanical methods. Biomechanical techniques
often involve physical experimental methods on human volunteers, accident video
reconstructions and finite element analysis (FEA) to investigate head impacts in contact
sports [55, 56]. Moreover, mechanical testing using Hybrid III anthropometric test
7

devices (dummies) are also used to reconstruct impacts based on real-world kinematic
data [57].
With the recent development of FE human body models, it is now possible to understand
the mechanics of brain damage and predict brain response such as stress, strain and
pressure by numerical simulation based on real-world data and accident reconstruction
[21]. The benefit of FE method lies in converting the complex anatomical structure into
simple geometries through meshing technique, providing a finite number of elements and
nodes which is solved using linear algebra and partial differential equations to predict the
mechanical response of different parts of the human body. Typically, MRI and
computerized tomography (CT) scans are used to capture the geometry of different head
components, which is then used to create an FE model of different regions of the head
and brain [58].

1.4

Finite element head models

The Wayne State University Brain Injury Model (WSUBIM), developed in the early
1990s, was one of the earliest FE head models. This model has several versions due to
continuous research development, and the latest version contains 281,800 nodes and
314,500 elements [59]. In 1997, Kang et al. developed a FE head model with 13,208
elements named as Université Louis Pasteur (ULP) with major anatomical features
including the skull, scalp, subarachnoid space, tentorium, falx, cerebellum, cerebrum, and
brainstem [60]. With advanced FE techniques, Kleiven developed Kungliga Teknisha
Hӧskola (KTH), consisting of 18,400 elements with anatomical features such as the skull,
CSF and brain meninges and brought major improvements in modelling material
properties including homogenous, isotropic and non-linear materials [61]. In the
following year, Takhounts and Eppinger developed the Simulated Injury Monitor
(SIMon) which represented a 50th percentile male [62]. In this model the skull was
defined as a rigid part while other parts remained similar to the KTH model. The most
significant improvement can be observed in the Global Human Body Consortium
(GHBMC) FE head model developed by Mao et. al in 2013 [58]. This head model has
detailed anatomical features of brain which includes the cerebrum, cerebellum, corpus
callosum, brainstem, thalamus, and ventricles with proper viscoelastic material
8

properties. The model was validated extensively over many tests: intracranial pressure
data, nasal impact, brain displacements, and frontal horizontal impact [58].
Other validated head models are widely accessible and frequently utilized in various
biomechanical research. The head model of the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS)
comprises brain anatomical features that are modelled as viscoelastic material with
incompressibility [63]. The atlas-based brain model (ABM) is modelled using voxelbased mesh generation technique and optimized material properties of the brain and falx
[64]. The University College Dublin Brain Trauma Model (UCDBTW) consists of
several versions to ensure element quality and ease of meshing techniques modelled with
linear viscoelastic material with large deformation of brain tissue [65]. The Strasbourg
University Finite Element Head Model (SUFEHM) is based on a viscoelastic brain and a
three-layer composite shell for the skull [66]. The entire brain is made of hyper elastic
material with second order Ogden properties in the Dartmouth Head Injury Model
(DHIM) [67].
Miller et al. [68] recently used Correlations and Analysis (CORA) – an objective rating
method to measure similarities between responses of human surrogates [69] and
compared several FE head models based on Hardy et al. cadaver experiments data [70,
71], which is considered a gold standard for FE head model validation. The authors found
that the KTH (M-R), the ABM, and the GHBMC models had consistently higher average
CORA ratings than others.

1.5

Injury metrics

Typically, linear and rotational-based head kinematics are obtained by using any of the
methods mentioned earlier to calculate injury metrics predicting the risk of concussion.
The Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC) is one of the earliest and widely referred
head injury metric which is based on linear acceleration and impact duration [72, 73].
According to WSTC, the head can tolerate higher peak acceleration for a brief period of
time but will cause injury if the same acceleration is sustained for a longer period of time
[74]. Similarly, Gadd Severity Index (GSI) injury metric is based on the integration of
linear acceleration to the power of 2.5, allowing for higher peak values for the impact
9

with longer pulse length [75]. It is good for predicting severe skull fracture and brain
traumas but it is not a good predictor for mTBI [76]. The mathematical derivation of GSI
is described below:
(1-1)

𝐺𝑆𝐼 = ∫ 𝑎(𝑡) 2.5𝑑𝑡

Here, a = acceleration of head in terms of g (acceleration due to gravity), t = time (ms)
[77].
One of the conventional metrics used in the automotive industry for over three decades
and popular in many industrial and research areas for predicting traumatic brain injury
(TBI) is Head Injury Criteria (HIC) [24].
HIC is calculated by averaging the integrated curve of resultant acceleration and time
over the time interval of peak HIC value. The equation is derived below:
𝑡2
1
𝐻𝐼𝐶 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡1𝑡2, {(𝑡2 − 𝑡1 ) [
∫ 𝑎(𝑡)𝑑𝑡]
𝑡2 − 𝑡1 𝑡1

2.5

(1-2)
}

Here, t1 and t2 are arbitrary times in the acceleration time-history curve [78]. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) restricted t1 and t2 (arbitrary time range
in impact duration) to 36 milliseconds (HIC36) and HIC36 should not exceed 1000. Later,
NHTSA introduced HIC15 indicating that t1 and t2 should not be more than 15
milliseconds and the highest value of HIC15 is 700 [79]. HIC only considers linear
acceleration, while head injuries may occur due to both linear and rotational based
kinematics of the head. Rotational based injury criteria such as Brain Injury Criteria
(BrIC) was constructed by scaling animal models with the data of NHTSA. BrIC is based
on angular velocity and critical values which depends on the direction of the anatomical
planes of the anthropomorphic testing device (ATD) [80]. The equation for deriving BrIC
is given below:
2

𝜔𝑦
𝜔𝑥 2
𝜔𝑧 2
𝐵𝑟𝐼𝐶 = √(
) +( )
) +(
𝜔𝑥𝑐
𝜔𝑦𝑐
𝜔𝑧𝑐
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(1-3)

Here, ωx, ωy, and ωz are peak rotational velocity and ωxc, ωyc, and ωzc are the critical
rotational velocity in X, Y, Z axes [80]. BrIC has proven extremely important in
assessing vehicle and dummy motion in a restraints system test. New Car Assessment
Program (NCAP) also recently introduced BrIC in vehicle oblique crash impact tests
[81].
Other kinematics-based injury metrics include The Generalized Acceleration Model for
Brain Injury Threshold (GAMBIT) which consider both linear and rotational head
acceleration [82], Head Impact Power (HIP) based on the rate of change of both linear
and rotational based injury metrics [83], and Head Impact Telemetry Severity Profile
(HITSP) which is a weighted composite score based on linear and rotational acceleration
as well as impact duration and location [84].
With the latest advancement in FE head models, it is now possible to comprehend the
deformation of the skull and internal brain regions, demanding the development of new
injury criteria that do not view the head as a rigid mass. Numerical simulations using FE
head models proved to be vital in understanding the connection between macro level
kinematics and micro level injury assessments [85]. Therefore, Simulated Injury Monitor
(SIMon) injury criteria was established which can predict three different types of brain
injuries with three injury metrics: Cumulative Strain Damage Measure (CSDM),
Dilatational Damage Measure (DDM), Relative Motion Damage Measure (RMDM) [62].
CSDM is a measurement for Diffuse Axonal Injury (DAI) which is linked to the tensile
strains of cumulative volume of brain tissue over a predefined critical level. CSDM
calculates the strain levels in a volume fraction of the brain tissue to predict DAI [62].
CSDM15 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain exceeding 15% tensile strain
CSDM10 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain exceeding 10% tensile strain
CSDM5 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain exceeding 5% tensile strain
(1-4)
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Some injury metrics which are based on second order mechanical system and frequently
used for predicting brain deformation includes Universal Brain Injury Criterion (uBrIC),
and Diffuse Axonal Multi Axis General Evaluation (DAMAGE) [86, 87]. Moreover,
physical and mechanical parameters such as Von Mises, shear stress and pressure (coupcountercoup) are also used in predicting the risk of brain injury [88].
The Association for the Advancement of Automotive Medicine (AAAM) introduced The
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) to classify the severity of specific type of injuries. It was
initially used in epidemiological studies of Motor Vehicle Crash but now it is used in
many studies involving all types of traumas. The latest version AIS-2015 upgraded brain
injury codes improving the reliability for studying concussive head injuries [89-92].

Table 1-1: The Abbreviated Injury Scale [82]
AIS code

Injury

AIS 1

Minor

AIS 2

Moderate

AIS 3

Serious

AIS 4

Severe

AIS 5

Critical

AIS-6

Maximum
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1.6
1.6.1

Finite element model
Human Body Model

In this study we used 50th percentile male GHBMC head-neck model. The head FE model
was developed at Wayne state university [58]. The CAD geometry of different parts in
the head was modelled using MRI scans. The model consists of all the major anatomical
structures of the brain and is validated extensively against a number of experimental head
impacts including brain intracranial pressure, skull-brain relative motion, skull and facial
response, and cadaver data [58]. There are 270,552 total number of elements in the head
model including 150,074 high quality hexahedral elements used for modeling large
deformation of the brain. The total mass of the head is 4.478kg. The details of material
properties of the model can be found in the paper by Mao et. al. [58].
The neck model, developed at Waterloo University [93, 94] was developed using CT
scans and contains major anatomical features of the cervical regions including cervical
vertebrae, intervertebral disc, facet joints, ligaments, and muscles. The active muscles are
modeled as 1D Hill-type muscles and passive muscles are modelled as 3D hyperplastic
materials. The contractile element and parallel elastic elements of Hill type model is used
for both passive and active response. Physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) and
volume was applied for each muscle deriving from past literature. The neck model
contains 108,354 elements and the material properties of each part in the model were
based on material test data from past studies. Individual segment validation, tensile
loading, volunteer sled test, and other tissue level validation tests were used to validate
the model [94]. The material properties and validation matrix of the model is described in
the Appendices of this thesis.
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Head model – developed at
Wayne state university [128]
Head model – developed at
Wayne State university [128]

Neck model – developed at
Waterloo university [93] [94]

Figure 1-5: GHBMC 50th percentile male head and neck model

1.6.2

Linear Impactor

Football helmet impact testing often involves complex experimental methods with the
purpose to simulate football impacts with real-world kinematics [55]. To validate and rate
helmets, the National Football League (NFL) typically employs three tests: the NOCSAE
drop test, the linear impactor test, and the pendulum test. In 2019, NOCSAE introduced
the linear impactor test, which includes the head and neck from a Hybrid III ATD
equipped on a sliding carriage that can translate in the same direction as the impactor
[95]. A range from 5.5 – 9.3 ms-1 impact velocity can be tested using this method. The
mass of the impactor is around 15.4 kg depicting the mass and stiffness of a striking
player’s helmet. The deformable impactor is composed of a ram as a thrust rod, a vinylnitrile foam and a rounded end cap made of Nylon.
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Recently, the FE models of the linear impactor has been made publicly available by
Biocore LLC [96]. There are two different versions of the model with same material
properties. The first version has similar geometry as of the original impactor based on
first linear helmet testing protocol [95, 97]. The second version has different endcap
geometry based on the helmet-to-helmet test protocol 2.0 and a stopper consisting of
spring-damper system was added which restricts the movement of the impactor after
171mm upon impact [98].

Figure 1-6: Linear impactor models
A) Linear impactor version 1 B) Linear impactor version 2
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1.7

Mechanism of active muscle force production

Human skeletal muscles can produce contractile force by contracting at a particular
activation level. The development of peak muscle force during contraction depends on
the cross-sectional area of the muscle [99]. According to muscle physiology,
Physiological Cross-Sectional Area (PCSA) is the area of muscle cross section
perpendicular to its fibers. The muscles with larger PCSA contains higher number of
fibers to contract. In the cervical region, the largest muscle in the front is the
sternocleidomastoid which acts as a superficial flexor, while the largest muscle in the
back is the trapezius which acts as a deep extensor muscle [27]. The functionality of the
neck muscles could be divided into two categories such as unilateral or bilateral
contraction, based on their anatomical location and movement of the head (flexion,
extensor, rotation).
Muscle contraction involves complex biomechanical interactions and electromyography
(EMG) is widely used in experimental studies to measure electrical potential of a muscle
understanding its activation response in stimulation. However, numerical studies use an
activation level ranging from 0 (no response-passive) to 1 (fully activated). This
activation level acts as a scale to the force generated in the muscle based on other
parameters such as force-velocity, and force-length relationships. Mathematically, forcevelocity and force-length relationships are independent variables which can be multiplied
together to calculate muscle force [100, 101]. In the GHBMC FE neck model, 1D Hilltype muscle model is used to represent the active behavior of muscles. Active muscle
force depends on the function of force velocity (fFV), force-length (fFL) and activation
level (neural excitation).
The force velocity (fFV) represents muscle force development as a function of muscle
shortening and lengthening and is depended on the type of fiber. In the case of shortening
due to contraction (v <0) the curvature of force-velocity is hyperbolic which decreases
significantly with the increase of shortening velocity [100] and the model used [102]
equation to describe the behavior [101]. In muscle lengthening the peak force increases
drastically at low lengthening velocity but reaches an asymptotic force as the lengthening
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increases. The force generation in this eccentric contraction is 30% higher than peak
isometric force [100, 101].
When muscle is at isometric condition (v=0), the function has no effect on the amount of
force that can be generated in the muscle.

𝑓𝐹𝑉 =

𝑓𝐹𝑉 =

𝑣
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑣
1−𝑣
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐶𝐸𝑠ℎ

v<0

𝐶𝐸
𝑣
. 𝑚𝑙
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐶𝐸𝑠ℎ𝑙
𝑣
1+𝑣
𝑚𝑎𝑥 .𝐶𝐸𝑠ℎ𝑙

v>0

1+

1+𝑣

(1-5)

Here, v is the muscle velocity, vmax is maximum contraction velocity, CEsh, CEml, CEshl
are model parameters which varies for slow and fast fiber types. The model used a mixed
fiber neck model representing an equal composition of fast and slow fibers.
The force-length (fFL) indicates force development as a function of muscle length. The
muscle develops peak isometric force at its optimal length, but this decreases as it
shortens or lengthens. The mathematical equation for force-length relationship is
described below:
𝑓𝐹𝐿 = 𝑒 −𝑠𝑘(|𝐿|−𝐿𝑜𝑝𝑡)

2

(1-6)

Here, L denotes muscle length at a given position, Lopt represents optimum length of the
muscle and Sk is a model parameter [101, 103].
Muscle activation is denoted by neural excitation E(t) and active state dynamics A(t)
which are described by 1st order system [101]. Neural excitation resembles an EMG
signal by converting an idealized neural input into an output signal. The transitory
dynamics between neural excitation and muscle contraction is known as active state
dynamics. This results in activating all muscles at 74 ms, reaches 90% peak at 174 ms
and gradually decrease afterwards [94].
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𝑑
𝑢(𝑡) − 𝐸(𝑡)
𝐸(𝑡) =
𝑑𝑡
τne

(1-7)

𝑑
𝐸(𝑡) − 𝐴(𝑡)
𝐴(𝑡) =
𝑑𝑡
τa

(1-8)

Here, u(t) is the idealized neural input, E(t) is neural excitation, A(t) is active state
dynamics, τne, τa are time constant for neural excitation and active state dynamics,
respectively. When E > A (the muscle is activated), τa = τac; E < A (the muscle deactivated), τa= τdc. For the model, τne, = 35ms, τac= 15ms, τdc= 40ms.
Peak isometric force (Fmax) is the product of PCSA and muscle stress. Muscle stress in
the model is 0.5 MPa but varies from 0.20 MPa to 1.0 MPa. To determine the contractile
isometric force Fmax for each 1D active muscle in the model, the product of force velocity,
force length and activation functions is applied as scaling factor to the peak isometric
force (Fmax).
FCE = Fmax x fFL(L) x fFV (V) x A(t)
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(1-9)

Table 1-2: Default value/curve in GHBMC head-neck model [94]
Parameter
Fmax

Default value/curve in the model
PCSA x 0.5 MPa

Force-velocity fFv (V)

Force-length fFL(L)
Normalized force (F/Fmax)

Force-length
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Normalized length (L/Lrest)

Activation

Activation
Activation level

1

0.5

0
0

100

Time(ms)
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200

300

1.8

Research outline

The aim of this project is to understand how the neck influences head kinematics in
concussive football impacts. We used a novel computational approach using FE human
body model to understand the biomechanics of stronger and stiffer cervical muscles in
stabilizing head-neck segment, which is otherwise very hard to comprehend with
volunteer experiments. To understand how cervical muscles affects head in mTBI
induced impact we focused on the following main objective: 1) systemic analysis of each
muscle, cervical spine and other soft tissues based on energy absorption 2) understanding
the influence of muscle activation in anticipating an impact 3) quantifying the effect of
neck muscle fatigue in head kinematics.
The outline of this thesis is mentioned below:
Chapter 1 indicates research rationale, anatomy of head and neck, muscle activating
mechanism in FE model, and injury metrics.
Chapter 2 consists of the first study of this thesis to understand the relative importance of
neck muscles with other major components of the cervical region by evaluating energy
absorption for each anatomical parts in different head impact loadings.
Chapter 3 describes the effect of muscle activation due to anticipating an impending
impact to the head. Comparison between fast and slow twitch fiber were done and peak
head kinematics and injury metrics for all impact conditions were investigated.
Chapter 4 evaluates the effect of fatigue of neck muscles on head kinematics and risk of
sustaining repetitive concussion in prolonged gameplay.
Chapter 5 contains the conclusions and future work of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

2

A Numerical Approach Towards Comprehensively
Understanding the Role of the Cervical Components in
Head Stabilization during Concussive Impact Scenarios

This Chapter is co-authored by Grant James Dickey, Kewei Bian and Dr. Haojie Mao.
Kewei Bian helped with modeling using LS-Prepost and Grant James Dickey assisted in
reviewing the manuscript.

2.1

Abstract

The importance of the neck in head kinematics during concussive impact scenarios has
been studied over the last decade. However, a comprehensive analysis of the effect of
cervical musculature, spine, and other soft tissues such as ligaments and tendons in
stabilizing the head-neck segment is still lacking, while such knowledge is needed to
identify critical cervical components. Hence, this study used the validated, detailed headneck model to simulate unanticipated blunt impact to the head and then systematically
analyzed internal energy absorption for entire cervical components. Seven impact
locations were investigated based on common impact locations in professional football
with two impact velocities for each location. Our results indicated that the cervical spine
absorbed the highest energy (on average 41% ± 9% at 3 ms-1and 38% ± 8% at 1.5 ms-1of
total internal energy) in full duration impacts and the neck muscles absorbed the highest
energy (on average 36% ± 8% at 3 ms-1 and 40% ± 5% at 1.5 ms-1of total internal
energy) in short duration impacts. For the energy absorbed by the cervical spine,
cancellous and cortical bones absorbed 76% ± 3% at 3 ms-1 and 70% ± 2% at 1.5 ms-1 of
the energy in full impact duration and 70% ± 4% at 3 ms-1 and 53% ± 9% at 1.5 ms-1.in
short duration impact. For the energy absorbed by neck muscles, deep muscles absorbed
approximately 50% of the energy. Our study demonstrated the importance of neck
muscles in stabilizing the head during the development of peak head kinematics and
highlighted the importance in investigating cervical spine and deep neck muscles besides
superficial neck muscles for which electromyography (EMG) signals could be
conventionally measured using sensors attached to neck surface.
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2.2

Introduction

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), also known as a concussion, is a significant problem
worldwide and is most often seen in contact sports [104]. A concussion is described by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as a rapid movement of the brain
within the skull that causes stretch and damage to brain cells [105]. Both competitive and
recreational athletes are at risk of mTBI in contact sports, as concussions may occur as a
result of a direct or indirect hit to the head or body [105]. According to recent studies,
300,000 to 3.8 million concussions occur annually in professional sports and recreational
activities, and traumatic brain injuries (TBI) in adolescents tripled from 1997 to 2007 [46, 106].
Meanwhile, concussions have both immediate and long-term implications. Short-term
effects, which are often unreported, can include acute symptoms such as confusion, loss
of consciousness, amnesia, dizziness, and exhaustion, while long-term consequences can
result in permanent neurological defects in a person [107-109]. The neurodegenerative
disease chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), which is most often observed in
athletes who have undergone repetitive concussive or sub-concussive impacts to the
brain, is an example of a lifelong neurological defect [110].
Concussions have been widely reported in sports and hence sports helmets have been
focused as a mean of protection. Studies have indicated that football players account for
the vast majority of sports-related concussions (approximately 250,000), with high school
football players having an incidence rate of 15% per season [108, 109]. Meanwhile, the
percentage of male and female participation in high school and college in American
football has risen significantly over the years [104].
In 1994, the National Football League (NFL) formed a committee to study concussions at
the professional level [2]. Based on the recommendation of the National Operating
Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE), several modifications
including hard plastic exterior, materials with different stiffness, unique design features
were introduced to the helmets and mouthpieces; game rules such as helmet-helmet
contact were changed to reduce the risk of severe head injury [111, 112]. In most cases,
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helmets proved to be very effective against TBI for contact sports [113, 114]. Even in
bicycling, helmets proved to truncate the likelihood for severe TBI by 51% [115].
Modifications of protective gear are still being actively developed today to diminish the
risk for mTBI.
The neck is the critical component that supports the brain and researchers have focused
heavily on neck musculature as a modifiable risk reduction factor of mTBI over the
years. Several studies that included volunteer experiments, mathematical and numerical
modeling were carried out to learn more about the dynamics of cervical muscle
strengthening, stiffness, and the anticipation of impacts on head kinematics [13-15, 116123]. Thelen et al. [116] studied the effects of age on torque production capability and
discovered that stronger muscles could generate higher torque faster than weaker muscles.
Viano et al. [124] reconstructed 25 helmeted football impacts using a Hybrid III dummy
to generate head kinematics and used a FE model to study the neck's response. The
authors discovered that increasing neck tension (from 80 N/mm to 180 N/mm) decreased
the Head Injury Criteria (HIC) by 35%. Similar results were reached by Tierney et al.
[13] when they used human volunteers to compare the dynamic stabilization of the headneck segment between males and females and discovered that females exhibited higher
head kinematics (50% peak angular acceleration and 39% displacement) than males.
Another study examined the impact of soccer headgear on both males and females,
finding that females experienced up to 44 percent greater head acceleration than males. It
was concluded that female athletes had lower neck isometric strength and head mass,
which resulted in lower head-neck segment stiffness, rendering them more susceptible to
concussion than male athletes [14].
Nevertheless, neck strength might not be the only factor contributing to the dynamics of
the cervical region. Mihalik et al. explored the effect of anticipation in collisions and
discovered that the magnitude of head impacts decreases during expected collisions
[117]. Further studies used accelerometer-equipped helmets to collect data for an entire
season and found no association between cervical strength and head kinematics in youth
ice hockey [118]. Schmidt et al. discovered that cervical stiffness, not cervical strength,
affects head kinematics in young football players [119]. Eckner et al. tested the effects of
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anticipation of an impact on human participants using a low impulse to the head. In the
braced condition, their findings showed a 15% decrease in angular velocity of the head
[15]. Queen et al. used a mathematical model to characterize infinite and negligible
stiffness of the neck and found that head linear, rotational acceleration, and HIC decrease
with stiffness [121].
Even though there are several studies focused on musculoskeletal properties (strength,
stiffness, and anticipation) of neck musculature, there is a gap in understanding the neck's
neuromuscular response (muscle activity) during a football impact. EMG is generally
used to obtain the neural activity of a muscle, with many experimental studies using
surface electromyography (SEMG) to understand the muscle activity of the neck [119,
120]. SEMG is a noninvasive tool that can be used to collect muscle responses from a
human volunteer; a similar technique is often used in experimental whiplash studies
[125]. However, SEMG can only detect muscle activity of superficial muscles, and it can
be challenging to use other techniques to analyze a deeper muscle response. As a result,
deep muscle activity is often overlooked, leading to a misunderstanding of its
significance in impacts.
Besides experimental studies, numerical analysis using Human Body Models (HBM)
proved to be an excellent tool in studying the influence of the neck on head kinematics.
These HBM's have detailed anatomical features enabling the comprehensive study of
neck neuromuscular response in a football impact. Previously, the Global Human Body
Models Consortium (GHBMC) 50th percentile male body was used to study the influence
of neck muscle activation in head kinematic in football impacts and whiplash cases [122,
123]. Jin et al. [122] found that early activation of neck muscles reduced the angular
velocity by 20% compared to no activation case. Bruneau et al. [122] adjusted the ratio of
muscle activation for extensor and flexor muscles to simulate better biofidelic response of
head-neck segment based on experimental data. The authors discovered that muscle
activation may not have much of an influence on head kinematics in short impact
duration, but could be beneficial later in the impact. However, no research examined the
energy absorption of neck muscles to assess their significance in absorbing impact
energy.
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Furthermore, neck muscles are not the only parts of the cervical region that might
influence head kinematics in a direct impact. Fanton et al. [126] used a robotic
manipulator model to understand the difference in head rotation between humans and
woodpeckers. Their results indicated that the cervical spine's initial positioning
significantly influences the head angular acceleration. A less than 5-degree difference in
cervical spine positioning can change the resultant rotational head accelerations by more
than 100%. Alternatively, they found that tensed muscle activation exhibited lesser
influence (<30%) on maximum rotational head acceleration. Using an OpenSim
musculoskeletal model, Kuo et al. investigated the relative contribution of angular
impulse of the neck's soft tissue [127]. They discovered that passive ligaments provided
the greatest angular impulse in stabilizing the head during the deceleration period in
sagittal extension [127].
While clinically recognized, it is still unclear how the cervical spine, neck musculature,
and other soft tissues such as ligaments and tendons contribute to impact energy
absorption. Meanwhile, ignoring deep muscle activity could result in a significant
disadvantage in numerical muscle modeling. Using a comprehensive FE model, this
study identified the significance of all major anatomical components in the cervical
region based on their ability to absorb internal energy in football impact scenarios. The
neck components analyzed included superficial and deep muscles, C1-C7 spine with
intervertebral discs, ligaments, and tendons.

2.3
2.3.1

Methods
Finite element human body model

We used the 50th percentile male GHBMC head-neck model to simulate sub-concussive
football impacts. The head FE model of GHBMC was developed at Wayne State
University [128], and the neck model of GHBMC was developed at Waterloo University
[93, 94]. The head and neck model has been validated extensively in previous studies [93,
129].
The neck model includes all major anatomical features of the cervical region (Figure 21A). It contains 26 cervical muscles, including 20 deep and 6 superficial muscles. 1D
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beam elements were used to simulate active muscle properties, and 3D solid elements
were used to simulate passive properties. The cervical spine is very detailed (Figure 21B), consisting of C1-C7 cancellous and cortical bones, C0-C2 cartilage, C2-T1 endplate
cartilage, C2-T1 endplates, C2-T1 facets, intervertebral discs comprising annulus matrix
and nucleus, as well as 1D fibers. There are 47 1D ligaments and tendons modeled as
solid in the neck region. The material properties of the model is described in Appendix A
(Table A-1 and A-2).

2.3.2

Impact setting

Linear impactor: A deformable linear impactor FE model was used to represent a
helmeted impact. The model consists of a nylon end cap modeled with elastic properties,
vinyl nitrile foam modeled with hyper elastic, viscoelastic properties, backing plate, and
ram with rigid properties. The model was validated and used in the study of neck
musculature in the past [123, 129].
Boundary condition: The base of the neck was constrained. No other boundary
condition was applied in the head-neck model. Each case was simulated till the
impactor's kinetic energy reaches zero and the peak internal energy was developed for all
anatomical parts in the cervical region. (Figure: 2-2B)
Impact location and speed: Seven different impact locations (Figure 2-1C) in the head
were selected. Five of the impacts were from the frontal to the rear of the head, with 45
degrees apart from each. The last two impacts were in the chin and 45 degrees from the
chin, denoted as the angled chin.
Two different velocities (3 ms-1and 1.5 ms-1) were applied to the linear impactor to
investigate the effects of high and low impact energies.
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Figure 2-1: Head-neck model and impact setting
A) Major anatomical features in the cervical region. B) Detailed anatomical
structure of cervical spine C) seven impact locations
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The activation pattern of neck muscles: In all simulations, passive muscle response for
all the neck muscles was applied, indicating an unanticipated impact scenario. This
indicates a reactive response to an impact. Similar activation response curve was used in
the original GHBMC model, and no changes were made for this study. The muscles begin
to activate from 0 to 0.871 in between 74 ms to 176 ms and deactivates afterward. (Figure:
2- 2A)
Internal energy absorption analysis: Internal energy absorption was analyzed for all the
major components in the cervical regions, including neck muscles, cervical spine,
ligaments, and tendons, at two different points in the time-history graph. The first was at
the peak point, which indicated the part's maximum absorption of internal energy. The
second is when the rotational velocity of the head's center of gravity (CG) is maximum.
Therefore, we investigated the energy absorption of each part in both long and short
duration of impact. (Figure: 2-2B)
Internal energy absorption for each muscle's active and passive components is analyzed
and summed together to calculate each muscle's total internal energy absorption.

Figure 2-2: Muscle activation and internal energy output setting
A) Activation pattern of neck muscles B) Internal energy absorption at two points of
impact duration
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A total of 14 simulations were performed using LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA). Each
simulation terminated at 100 ms. The minimum timestep is 1 microsecond and default
scaled factor (0.9) was applied. No mass scaling was employed to the model. Default
hourglass setting for brain parts which was originally defined in the model and was used
for all the simulations.

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Internal energy absorption of the major parts in the cervical
region

The cervical spine had the highest absorption rate of the total internal energy with an
average of 41% ± 9% at 3 ms-1and 38% ± 8% at 1.5 ms-1in full duration impact. (Figure
2-3A) At the time of the head's maximum rotational velocity occurred, the cervical spine
trail behind neck musculature and ligaments in internal energy absorption with an
average of 29% ± 9% at 3 ms-1 and 24% ± 5% at 1.5 ms-1 (Figure 2-3B).
Neck muscles were at the second position in full duration impact (Figure 2-3A) by having
an average internal energy absorption rate of 34% ± 7% at 3 ms-1and 36% ± 4% at 1.5
ms-1. Interestingly, neck muscles have the highest internal energy absorption ratio, with
an average of 36% ± 8% at 3 ms-1and 40% ± 5% at 1.5 ms-1 at the time of the head's
maximum rotational velocity (Figure 2-3B).
Ligaments were at the third position in full impact duration (Figure 2-3A) by absorbing
an average rate of 22% ± 5% at 3 ms-1and 23% ± 6% at 1.5 ms-1. Nevertheless, they were
between neck muscles and cervical spine in absorbing energy at the time of the head's
maximum rotational velocity with an average rate of 32% ± 6% at 3 ms-1 and 33% ± 7%
at 1.5 ms-1 (Figure 2-3B).
Tendons had the least internal energy absorption ratio in both cases. The average ratio
was 2% at 3 ms-1 and 3% at 1.5 ms-1in full impact duration. No significant change was
observed during maximum rotational velocity of the head in the absorption of internal
energy for tendons as the average was 3% ± 1% at 3 ms-1 and 4% ± 1% at 1.5 ms-1.
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In full impact duration (Figure 2- 3A), even though the absorption of the cervical spine is
the highest on average, neck muscles and ligaments are more dominant in the chin impact
condition. The cervical spine absorbed almost 50% of total internal energy in the 45
degree to 90-degree impact scenario at 3 ms-1.
During maximum rotational velocity of the head (Figure 2- 3B), which usually occurs
earlier in the impact duration, neck muscles and ligaments appear to be more dominant
than the cervical spine, especially in the pure frontal and rear impact where neck muscles
absorbed 46% in both cases.
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Figure 2-3: Internal energy absorption (IEA) of four major parts in the cervical region
A) in full impact duration B) at maximum rotational velocity of the head

2.4.2

Internal energy absorption of the cervical spine

Our findings show that cancellous and cortical bones absorbed the majority of internal
energy in the cervical spine when compared to the other six major parts of the model's
spine. These two parts in combination absorb internal energy with an average rate of 76%
± 3% at 3 ms-1 and 70% ± 2% at 1.5 ms-1 in full impact duration (Figure 2-4A). Similarly,
during maximum rotational velocity of the head, these two parts combinedly absorb at a
rate of 70% ± 4% at 3 ms-1 and 53% ± 9% at 1.5 ms-1 (Figure 2-4B)
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Figure 2-4: Internal energy absorption (IEA) of six major parts in cervical spine
A) in full impact duration B) at maximum rotational velocity of the head
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2.4.3

Internal energy absorption of superficial and deep neck
muscles

Our results showed that deep muscles absorbed on an average of 51% ± 6% of energy at
3 ms-1 impact and 48% ± 7% of energy at 1.5 ms-1 impact under full impact duration. At
the moment of maximum rotational velocity of head, deep muscles absorbed an average
of 51% ± 9% and 50% ± 9% at 3 ms-1 and 1.5 ms-1, respectively. In all cases, deep
muscles are more dominant in the lateral impacts as they absorbed more than 60% of
total internal energy absorbed by all neck muscles.
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Figure 2-5: Internal energy absorption (IEA) of deep and superficial muscles
A) in full impact duration B) at maximum rotational velocity of the head

2.4.4

Ranking of cervical muscles

We ranked the most important cervical muscles (internal energy absorption 5% or above)
for each case in short duration impact (Figure 2-6). Sternocleidomastoid absorbed largest
portion of energy over 30% in impacts of 0 deg, 45 deg, chin, angled chin. In lateral and
rear impacts (90 deg, 135 deg, and 180 deg), the ratio for major muscles' energy
absorption is relatively closer to each other and no single muscle contributed to more than
30% of energy absorption. In some impact conditions (45, 90, 135 deg) muscles have
lower absorption rate than other conditions, thus a greater number of muscles contribute
to absorbing more than 5% of the total neck muscle’s internal energy (Figure 2-6).
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Figure 2-6: Ranking of major cervical muscles (left to right) signifying important muscles
in each impact condition.
Muscles contributed to 5% and more of energy absorption are listed, with the exact energy
absorption reported with unit J.

2.5

Discussion

We used a detailed FE head-neck model to understand how each part in the cervical
region plays a role in absorbing internal energy in a blunt impact to the head. This study
comprehensively analyzed the significance of cervical parts with varying impact velocity,
impact direction, and impact duration. To the best our knowledge, our study is the first to
quantify internal energy absorption of cervical spine, muscle, tendon, and ligaments
during football-relevant blunt head impacts. Our data demonstrated that cervical spine
absorbed 41% and 38% energy on average at 3 ms-1and 1.5 ms-1 in full impact duration
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but neck muscles absorbed 36% and 40% at 3 ms-1 and 1.5 ms-1 respectively during the
time when peak head kinematics were developed. When comparing bones and soft
tissues, the patterns of energy absorption vary. Bones absorb energy at a low ratio earlier
in the impact but absorb a large amount of energy later in the impact than any other soft
tissues. In longer duration impacts, we can see that the cervical spine has the highest
average internal energy absorption when compared to neck and other soft tissues such as
ligaments and tendons. Conversely, soft tissues started with a higher energy absorption
rate earlier in the impact, but the absorption rate drops later. We concluded that while
neck muscles and ligaments are important in short-term head stabilization, the cervical
spine provides more significant support in long-term head stabilization. Interestingly,
among all neck muscles, we found that a single sternocleidomastoid muscle absorbed a
large portion of energy in frontal and chin impacts.
Our results have illustrated that the ratio of energy absorption of both deep and
superficial muscles is almost equivalent. This serves as evidence that deep cervical
muscles are equally as important as the superficial muscles regarding their involvement
with overall head kinematics. When focusing on the cervical muscles in research related
to mTBI, it is imperative to include the analysis of the deep muscles as well as the
superficial ones. Previous research on football impact and whiplash (rear-end impact)
focused primarily on two superficial muscles - the sternocleidomastoid and the trapezius,
each from flexor and extensor muscle group [120, 125, 130]. Bruneau et al. [123] used a
1:0.15 ratio to all flexor and extensor muscles to represent a balanced activation condition
of the neck. The authors referred to this ratio of activation from a previous experimental
study [120]. However, the experimental study only considered surface muscles
(Sternocleidomastoid and upper, middle, lower trapezius) for EMG activity. Based on our
findings, this could miss half of the effect of muscle contribution, potentially contributing
to a severe limitation in modeling muscle activation. Moreover, our results suggest that
different muscles are responsible for stabilizing the head-neck segment for different
impact directions. In studies using SEMG, considering only two or three fixed muscles
for all directions of impact might fail to obtain the full effect of muscle activity.
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The internal energy of both the active and passive parts of a muscle was combined to
calculate the total internal energy of that muscle. Due to unanticipated muscle activation
condition, the active muscles had little to no internal energy absorption. Passive muscles
are mainly responsible for absorbing most of the internal energy in neck muscles. We
observed the effect of impact velocity and direction in energy absorption. We used two
different speeds (3.0 ms-1 and 1.5 ms-1) to understand the effect of velocity. Previous
studies indicate using similar non-injurious low-velocity head impact to human
volunteers to understand the role of cervical muscle in head kinematics [130]. We
selected seven impact locations based on typical impacts observed in professional
football [131]. These impact locations are often used in linear impactor helmet testing in
National Football League (NFL)[132]. The change of velocity depicted a smaller effect
in the internal energy absorption for all parts in the cervical region, with the whole neck
absorbing a higher amount of energy with the increase of impact velocity. Soft tissues
such as muscle and ligaments absorbed a slightly higher internal energy in the low
velocity in both impact durations. Alternatively, the cervical spine absorbed a slightly
higher internal energy in the high-velocity impacts in most cases. Our results have
identified impact direction significantly affecting internal energy absorption. The cervical
spine absorbed almost 50% of the total internal energy in the 45-degree and 90-degree
impacts at 3ms-1 and absorbed the most at 1.5ms-1 in full impact duration. Meanwhile,
both muscles and spine showed similar absorption in the pure frontal and rear impacts in
full impact duration. Soft tissues such as neck muscles and ligaments absorbed a
significant amount of internal energy in every chin impact scenario. Deep muscles are
more effective regarding head kinematics in the lateral, as they absorbed over 60% of all
the internal energy absorbed by the neck muscles in both point of time history line and
impact velocities. Alternatively, superficial muscles absorbed more energy in the pure
frontal and rear impacts.
Recent studies indicate that rotational velocity highly correlates with brain strain [133],
which is linked to concussion [134]. Thus, we compared the entire impact duration with
the short impact duration (when peak rotational velocity of the head occurs) for each
case. In our study, the peak head rotational velocity developed between 20 to 25ms for 0to 180-degree impacts to the head and 39 to 40 ms for chin and angled chin cases in 3 ms37
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impact case. Due to lower velocity, the peak head rotational develops slightly later

between 22-38ms for 0 to 180-degree impacts and 39-43ms for chin and angled chin
cases in 1.5 ms-1. Alternatively, we considered the time required for the head to stop
moving in the direction of impact (kinetic energy of the impactor reaches zero) as long
impact duration. The long impact duration is between 65-89ms depending upon the
direction of impact in 3 ms-1 and slightly longer 66-92 ms in 1.5 ms-1 due to lower
velocity.
One limitation in this study is that we did not use any helmeted conditions and only
considered a bare head in a direct blunt impact. However, we understood that while this
may affect the total internal energy absorption, the absorption ratio would remain the
same. Future studies regarding concussions should put emphasis not only on the muscles
but also on the cervical spine and ligaments. Additionally, further evaluation of deep
cervical muscles is essential in human volunteers to understand the effects of muscle
activation in head kinematics. Depending on the direction of impact, studies should focus
on all the major muscles to comprehensively understand the effect of neck muscles in
stabilizing the head.

2.6

Conclusion

We comprehensively analyzed cervical component energy absorption during blunt
impacts with various impact loading conditions. Neck muscles and ligaments absorbed
most energy at the time when maximum head rotational velocity occurred, while stiffer
parts such as bones absorbed higher energy during the full impact. This shows that neck
muscles can be a modifiable factor which can be used to lessen the severity of head
response and thus reduce the risk of concussion. Deep cervical muscles were as important
as superficial muscles in energy absorption and should be properly evaluated to
understand the full muscle effect on head kinematics.
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Chapter 3

3

A Numerical Approach to Understand the Active
Response Of Cervical Muscles With Different Fiber
Types On Head Kinematics In Low Velocity Impacts

This chapter is co-authored by Grant James Dickey and Kewei Bian, and Dr. Haojie Mao.
Kewei Bian helped with modeling using LS-Prepost and Grant James Dickey assisted in
reviewing the manuscript.

3.1

Abstract

Sports-related concussions (SRC) have been a significant problem for athletes in contact
sports for a long time. Many studies have been conducted to understand the mechanism
of concussion, but no effective prevention strategy has yet been established. It was widely
assumed that anticipation of an impact could reduce concussion risk by providing time to
generate cervical stiffness. However, due to the complexities in dynamic response of
cervical muscle, there is a gap in understanding the influence of muscle activation of
different muscle fibers on head kinematics.
We adopted a numerical approach using a detailed finite element head-neck model to
investigate the role of the passive and active response of neck muscles with two different
fiber types (type I and II) on head kinematics. In this study, twenty-one mTBI impact
scenarios were simulated using the validated GHBMC head-neck model with a
pneumatic impactor by applying an initial velocity of 3 ms-1. Force-velocity curves were
adjusted to formulate the mechanism of different fiber types, and muscle activation
pattern was adjusted for flexor and extensor muscles to represent active response within
physical limit based on literature. Four injury metrics including Head Injury Criteria
(HIC), Brain Injury Criteria (BrIC), Cumulative Strain Damage Measurement (CSDM)
and Maximum Principal Strain (MPS) were analyzed for each case.
We observed a slight difference in short-term kinematics for the two different fiber types
even though the fast fibers produced a much higher force in the neck before impact than
slow fibers. However, muscle activation has unique effects on head kinematics based on
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impact locations. Active muscle response in sub-concussive impacts primarily influences
linear-based head kinematics (HIC) but does not affect rotational-based head kinematics
(BrIC) in all impact locations except for the chin impact, which is reduced by 19% on
average. Peak linear translational acceleration was reduced by 15% and HIC15 by 28%
on average for the impacts to the cranium. Interestingly, HIC15 increased by an average
of 56% in the chin impact. However, CSDM was higher in activated muscle condition in
the frontal impact as activating muscles resulted in the head experiencing higher
rotational velocity over a longer time.
We concluded that while activation of neck muscles can reduce head injury, it does not
reduce the risk of concussion at least for low-velocity impacts, and, depending on the
direction of impact, may actually increase the likelihood of sustaining one.

3.2

Introduction

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is a major concern in professional and recreational
sports. Literature in the past decade focused on cervical musculature stiffness as a risk
reduction factor of mTBI in sports. In a football impact, the force is transmitted directly
to the head. Due to the ability to contract at will, the cervical muscles could generate
stiffness to resist impending force on the head. In theory, stiffness can increase the
effective mass of the head-neck segment, which can help reduce rapid head acceleration
[13, 14, 124]. However, it is still uncertain if the stiffness provided by the muscles is
adequate to reduce the risk of mTBI.
Over the years, researchers have been using different methods to learn about the potential
role of cervical muscles in mitigating mTBI related head response. In the beginning,
cervical strength was thought to be the only modifiable factor to reduce the severity of
head response in concussive and sub concussive blows [13, 14, 124]. However, some
studies could not find any correlation between cervical strength and reduced head
kinematics, and the effect of cervical strength on reducing head kinematics is still
equivocal [118, 119]. Later literature shifted towards focusing on cervical stiffness and
anticipation of impending impact in mitigating concussion risk. Stiffness can help
muscles store more elastic energy, which can stabilize the head during severe loading
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conditions. [135, 136] Mathematical models demonstrated that manipulating neck muscle
stiffness can reduce both linear and rotational head acceleration [121]. Several studies
used human volunteers to understand better biofidelic head response in muscle activation.
Typically, these studies use surface electromyography (sEMG) electrodes to understand
the electrical activity of neck muscles in many loading conditions and head movements in
different anatomical planes [120, 125]. Eckner et al. [15] experimented on male and
female athletics and found that anticipation of an impact can decrease head rotational
velocity by 15%. Similar results were observed in some recent studies where activation of
muscles decreased linear and rotational based head kinematics [119, 130]. Moreover,
passive stiffness of cervical muscles of men were found to be greater than the female
[135] which could explain why female exhibited higher head kinematics than males in
earlier studies [13, 14].
The use of human volunteers in experimental studies comes with several limitations due
to methodological restrictions. Numerical reconstruction of concussive head impacts
indicates that concussion is primarily associated with 103g linear acceleration and 8022
rads-2 rotational acceleration [137], and a range of 3 - 9.3 ms-1 impact velocity is
commonly used in various helmet testing [55, 138, 139]. However, experimental studies
involving human volunteers generally use low-velocity non-injurious impact (2 ms-1) to
the head [15, 130].
Moreover, peak head responses usually develop earlier in concussive impact (15-20 ms),
whereas in many volunteer studies, the head responses occur over a longer time (>50 ms).
The majority of these studies used surface electromyography (sEMG), which can only be
used on surface muscles, and muscle activity during impact is still unknown. As a result,
muscle response of the entire cervical region, including both surface and deep muscles, in
total impact duration is still not determined. Nonetheless, the EMG data from current
literature can help model muscle response in a FE human body model for more
comprehensive analysis.
A few studies focused on muscle activation in a football impact using numerical methods
with the recent development of the FE human body model with active neck musculature
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[122, 123, 140]. Two FE human body model was used till now to understand the effect of
muscle activation in a football impact: the 50th percentile global human body model
consortium (GHBMC) and duke university head and neck model (DUHNM). Jin et
al.[122] reconstructed a lateral helmeted football impact using 9.5 ms-1 velocity to study
the effect of neck strength and stiffness on head kinematics using the GHBMC head-neck
model with part of torso included. The authors found that activating neck muscles
reduced the rotational velocity of the head by almost 20%. However, the authors might
have overestimated the activation level, which could rotate the head backward with a
significant velocity even before impact. Eckersley et al. [140] hypothesized that
activation of cervical muscles might not affect the head kinematics in a football impact
because they cannot generate adequate inertial head-neck coupling in a short period of
time and have a low moment in contrast to the impact moment. He used DUHNM to
understand the effect of muscle activation, including high-velocity impact to the head.
and found that muscle activation does not affect short-term head kinematics. This is also
supported by Bruneau et al.[123] as they found that muscle activation does not influence
short-term head response but might affect long-term (> 20-30ms) head response. In the
study, the authors scaled the activation of the flexor and extensor muscles using 1:0.15
ratio (Flexor: Extensor) to simulate a better biofidelic response of the neck as suggested
by electromyography data of rugby head-up tackle [120].
It appears that numerical analysis on neck muscle activation contradicts with the findings
of most experimental volunteer studies. However, Eckersley et al. [140] used
oversimplified muscle activation patterns, and Bruneau et al. [123] did not consider
impact loading condition on the facial bone, essential in understanding facemask impacts.
Due to these limitations, football impacts around the cranium and facial bones with
biofidelic muscle response are needed to understand neck muscle activation on head
kinematics comprehensively.
Moreover, these studies did not consider the effect of different fiber types on skeletal
muscle. Human skeletal muscle have two main types of fibers: Type I and Type II. Type I
know as slow twitch fibers (ST) can sustain moderate force for an extended period and is
suitable for the endurance-based activity. On the other hand, type II, known as fast-twitch
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fibers (FT), can quickly generate a burst of force suitable for intense activity. It was
reported that athletes have a higher composition of a specific type of fiber types which is
advantageous for participating in their particular athletic event [141-145]. Hence, athletes
in endurance-based sports (e.g. Marathon) have a higher percentage of ST fibers, while
athletes who are in non-endurance sports (e.g. Weightlifting) have a higher composition
of FT fibers [146]. It was believed that genetic factors play a significant role in the
distribution of fibers in skeletal muscle [147], but some studies found that chronic
overloads and proper stimulation through training can change the type of skeletal muscle
fibers in humans and animals [148-150]. Moreover, stronger muscles due to FT fibers in
the cervical region protected the upper cervical spine in an automotive frontal
impact[151]. Pilarczyk et al. [152] modeled the full neck with both ST and FT fibers and
found that ST fibers resulted in higher head rotation. Thus, it is imperative to understand
the effect of muscle fibers in anticipating a football impact in various loading conditions.
The motivation of this study is to address the gap in experimental and numerical analysis
by adopting a detailed and validated FE head-neck model with active musculature
(GHBMC). This study aims to understand the effect of muscle activation of ST and FT
fibers in sub-concussive impact surrounding the cranium and facial bones.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Finite element models:

Human body model: We used the head-neck model of GHBMC 50th percentile male to
simulate 21 football impact cases. The head-neck model comprises detailed anatomical
features, including 1D beam elements for active muscle response and 3D solid elements
for passive muscle response. There are 26 passive muscles, including 10 extensor and 15
flexor muscles. The model has 91 1D beam elements to simulate the active response of
neck muscles with 60 1D elements as extensor and 31 1D elements as flexor muscles
(Figure 3-1A and 1B). The material properties of the model are described in Appendix A
(Table A-1 and A-2)
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Impactor: We used a deformable linear impactor consisting of a nylon end cap with an
elastic material and vinyl nitrile foam with hyper elastic, viscoelastic materials to
represent a helmeted impact. The FE impactor model was validated previously against
dynamic compression tests [129]. The specified weight for the helmet in the NFL helmet
test protocol is 15.4kg [95, 138] which is the same for the linear impactor used in this
study.

3.4

Impact Settings

In this study, we adjusted the curves for muscle activation in anticipating an impact and
force-velocity relationships to represent different fiber types of the neck muscles. All
other parameters remained unchanged as defined by the original GHBMC neck model.
Force-velocity relationship: We adjusted the force-velocity curves to represent fasttwitch (type I), slow-twitch (type II), and mixed fibers. (Figure 3.2A) The mathematical
equations and constants required to get the desired force-velocity curves for different
fiber types are described here [152]. We investigated the effect of these three fiber types
on head kinematics by assigning their respective force-velocity profiles to all 1D active
muscles in every impact scenario.
Muscle activation: In the Hill-type muscle model, activation level (ALM) is a
dimensionless parameter indicating the activation level as a function of time. In this
study, we adjusted the ALM curve of the neck model to represent muscle activation due
to anticipation of impact. (Figure 3-2B ) Jin et al. [122] activated all the muscles at 100%
(ALM=1) and 200% (ALM=2) to represent early activation and stronger muscles.
However, this activation is beyond the physiological limit of an average person, and if the
model was not made constrained, the head is thought to move backward with a
considerable amount of rotational velocity. Bruneau et al. [123] used different activation
ratios for flexor and extensor muscles (1:0.15) to prevent any head movement before
impact. This study used a similar muscle activation pattern for flexor and extensor
muscles indicated by Bruneau et al. [123]. The ALM curve linearly increased from 0 to
.871 in 20ms and was remained constant afterward till 80ms. The ratio of activation for
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all flexor and extensor muscles was 1:0.15 in all simulated impact scenarios. (Figure 32B)
Impact location and speed: We investigated seven major impact locations where five of
them were located surrounding the cranium bone and the rest were on the facial bone
imitating impacts to the helmet shell and the facemask respectively. (Figure 3-1C and
1D) These impact locations are mainly observed on a struck player in American football
mostly from a striking player's helmet, shoulder pad or by ground contact [131] and are
also used in helmet testing by NFL [95]. An initial velocity of 3 ms-1was applied to the
impactor to simulate low velocity helmeted impact to the bare head.
Boundary condition: The base of the neck was constrained and no other boundary
conditions were applied to get the kinematic data of the head's Center of Gravity (CG).
As a result, the head can flex in all directions (x, y and z axis) based on the direction of
impact.
Kinematics and Injury metrics: We calculated linear accelerations and rotational
velocities for all three axes (x, y, and z). Linear based head injury metric HIC15 (Head
Injury Criteria), and rotational based injury metric BrIC (Brain Injury Criteria) were
analyzed and compared for each of the cases. We further prescribed the 6 Degree of
Freedom (DOF) kinematics (3 linear accelerations and 3 rotational velocities) to the head
only model of the GHBMC 50th percentile male to analyze strain-based injury metric
CSDM15 (Cumulative strain damage measure) along with maximum principal strain
(MPS) for all simulated impacts.
All the linear acceleration and rotational velocity curves were filtered by SAE 180. This
filter is typically used in previous linear impactor helmet studies [123, 139]. The kinematics
of the head COG is determined in the head local coordinate system. A total of 21 impact
conditions were simulated using LS-DYNA R9.0.1(LSTC, Livermore, CA). Each
simulation terminated at 200 ms. The minimum timestep is 1 microsecond and default
scaled factor (0.9) was applied. No mass scaling was employed to the model. Default
hourglass setting which was defined in the original model was used for all the simulations.
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Figure 3-1 Head- neck model and impact locations
A) GHBMC head-neck model B) GHBMC 1D Active muscles C) Impact locations
around cranium D) Impact locations in facial bones
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Figure 3-2: Muscle response modeling
A) Force-velocity profiles for muscle fibers B) Activation curve profile (ALM)

3.5
3.5.1

Results
Linear based head kinematics

Effect of muscle activation: Our results indicate that activating muscle early at the
highest physiological limit reduces linear-based head kinematics. Peak translational
acceleration of the head was reduced in the impacts surrounding cranium bones (0-180
degrees) with an average of 15%, where the highest reduction can be seen in the frontal
(0 degrees) impact. However, peak translational acceleration increased in the impacts to
the facial bone (chin and angled-chin) with an average of 20%, where the maximum
increase can be observed in the chin impact. Similarly, early muscle activation reduced
HIC15 by 29% on average in the impacts on the cranium bones. HIC15 increased on the
chin impact by 59% on average. Interestingly, HIC15 decreased with an average of 21%
in the angled chin impact even though peak translation acceleration increased in this
impact direction.
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Figure 3-3: Linear kinematics based head injury metrics
A) HIC15 results B) Maximum translational acceleration for all impact conditions
in different fiber models (fast, slow, passive) and activation conditions (in
brackets)
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Effect of muscle fiber: Modeling the whole neck fibers with fast-twitch reduced HIC15
by 5% and peak translational acceleration by 8% and 3% than slow-twitch in pure frontal
(0 deg) and lateral (90 deg) impacts. However, the fast-twitch neck model had increased
HIC15 (29% and 15%) than the slow-twitch fiber neck model in 45 deg and 180 deg
impact conditions. Interestingly, even though peak translational acceleration increased by
5% in the chin impact, HIC15 decreased by 9% for the fast-twitch neck model. Alternative
observation can be seen for 135 deg impact condition where the peak translational
decreased by 2%, but HIC15 increased by 3% in the fast-twitch neck model. HIC15 is the
same for both fiber types for the angled chin impact, but the fast-twitch fiber neck model
showed 4% reduced peak translational acceleration.

3.6

Rotational based head kinematics

Effect of muscle activation and muscle fiber: Early muscle activation has negligible
influence on BrIC in all the impact conditions except for the chin impact, where it is
reduced by 19% on average. Unlike linear-based head kinematics, where the injury
metric changes marginally with the direction of impact in activated condition, BrIC is
similar for both fiber-type neck models in all impact conditions. The maximum
difference can be observed in the chin impact, where BrIC decreased by 7% in the fasttwitch neck model.
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Figure 3-4: Rotational kinematics-based head injury metric
BrIC results of fast and slow fibers in active muscle condition (ACT) and mixed
fiber in passive muscle condition (PAS) for all impact locations

3.7

Brain Strain

Effect of muscle activation: Our simulated results indicate that muscle activation
increased the cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) values slightly in most of the
cases (Figure: 3-5A). For all CSDM metrics, activating muscles decreased the CSDM by
2% on average in angled chin impact. Similarly, mean max. principal strain (MPS) is
almost similar for all impacts except for frontal, 45 deg and angled chin impact where
activating muscles increased mean max. principal strain (MPS) marginally (Figure: 35B). The highest deviation in both CSDM and MPS can be observed in the frontal impact
where activated conditions had larger effect than passive condition.
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Figure 3-5: Brain strain-based head injury metrics
A) CSDM B) Maximum principal strain (MPS) results of fast and slow fibers in
active muscle condition (ACT) and mixed fiber in passive muscle condition (PAS)
for all impact locations. CSDM15 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain
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exceeding 15% tensile strain. CSDM10 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain
exceeding 10% tensile strain CSDM5 = cumulative volume fraction of the brain
exceeding 5% tensile strain
Effect of muscle fibers: For all impacts, there is little to no deviation (≤ 4%) in CSDM
and MPS metrics between fast and slow fiber types of neck model except for the pure
frontal impact. Fast fibers neck model experienced higher CSDM even though mean
MPS is the same for both models.

3.8

Discussion

This study used a detailed FE head-neck model with active musculature to
comprehensively understand the effect of early muscle activation with different cervical
muscle fibers on head kinematics in a low-velocity blunt impact surrounding the cranium
and facial bones of the skull. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
combine the effect of early muscle activation and different muscle fibers in anticipating
an impending collision on head kinematics in a sub-concussive impact scenario. We
compared linear and rotational-based injury metrics such (HIC15 and BrIC) and strainbased injury metrics (CSDM and MPS) in twenty-one impact simulations.
Our results suggest that injury metrics and head kinematics are sensitive to the direction
of impact in early muscle activation. In the impacts surrounding the cranium bone, linear
head kinematics decreased (peak translational acceleration by 15% and HIC15 by 19%),
which is consistent with the finding of Schmidt et al. [119], where they found that
cervical stiffness reduced linear head acceleration and Head Impact Technology severity
profile (HITsp). On the other hand, we did not observe any significant change of
rotational-based head kinematics surrounding the cranium. Impact on the facial bones has
a complex effect on head kinematics as HIC15 increased by 59% in the chin impact but
decreased by 21% in the angled chin impact, and BrIC decreased by 19% on average in
the chin impact, which is similar with the findings of Eckersley et al.[140] where they
found that tensed neck conditions have lower global peak resultant rotational acceleration
than relaxed neck conditions.
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Previous investigations found that rotational velocity is mainly responsible for producing
brain strain [133]. Thus decreasing rotational velocity should result in reduced brain
strain. However, brain strain analysis indicates that activating the muscles increases the
CSDM and MPS considerably in the frontal impacts (0 deg and 45 deg) while rotational
velocity decreases marginally. This is because activating 1D muscles rotate the head
relative to the neck and translates forward initially but remained stationary before impact
(at 80 ms) (Figure 3-6). Even though passive muscles had a higher peak value, the head
with active muscles experiences peak rotational velocity for a longer duration than
passive muscles due to the initial movement, resulting in higher mean MPS and CSDM
for the activated muscle model (Figure 3-7)

Figure 3-6: Initial movement of the head at 80ms
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Figure 3-7: Effect of impact location and head initial movement
A) Brain strains for active muscle response (fast and slow) and passive muscle
response B) Rotational velocity (Y axis) at frontal impact
Past literature suggests that linear acceleration highly correlates with traumatic brain
injury (TBI) which involves skull fracture and subdural hematoma [153-155], and the
rotational velocity along with brain strain are linked to concussion [133, 134]. As
activation resulted in lower linear acceleration, we concluded that early activation of neck
muscles due to anticipation of an impact could help reduce the risk of traumatic brain
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injury. But stiffening the neck muscles resulted in higher brain strain with marginal
difference on BrIC suggests that muscle activation does not reduce the concussion risk
and might in fact increase the change of concussion depending upon the direction of
impact based on strain analysis.
In this study, we also compared type I (slow) and type II (fast) fibers in early activation
by changing the force-velocity relationship of all 1D active muscles in the neck model.
Force-velocity relationship played a significant role in developing neck muscle force in
early activation scheme.
Literature suggest that fast fibers can produce higher amount of force and power quickly
than slow fibers [156-158]. A similar observation is made in this study where the total
neck force (sum of all 1D muscles fibers) produced by fast fiber model was ≈1.22 KN
and slow fiber neck model was 1 KN in 80 ms before impact. Bruneau et al. reported 1.1
KN muscle force before impact at a cross-sectional area [123] which lies 10 mm
underneath the hyoid bone. As this study used the same muscle activation scheme,
similar neck force was observed for mix fiber neck model at the same cross-sectional
area. The total neck force of mix model was in between fast and slow fiber neck models.
Even though the fast fiber neck model produced ≈22% more force than slow fiber neck
model, fast fiber model did not produce reduced head kinematics and injury metrics in all
impact cases. As the head is translated more in fast fiber model than slow fiber, we
observed reduced linear acceleration but higher brain strain in the frontal impact than
slow fiber model. We did not observe much difference in BrIC, CSDM 15% and mean
MPS between either of the fiber models in other impact locations. The small difference in
HIC15 for fast and slow fiber neck models suggest that higher neck force may increase the
risk of TBI by facilitating additional linear acceleration to head's COG depending upon
the direction of impact (45 deg and 180 deg). Thus, the risk of concussion is similar for
both strength and endurance-focused athletes based on rotational-based injury metrics,
but strain analysis suggests that strength-based athletes could be more susceptible to
concussion as higher neck force translates the head rapidly, causing higher brain strain
over a longer duration.
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Jin et al [122] observed a decline of BrIC (18.4%) and CSDM (24.3%) in a helmeted
lateral impact at 9.5 ms-1. They activated all the neck muscles to 100% (ALM =1) and
200% (ALM=2) at 40ms before impact. Using a different FE model, Eckersley et al [140]
observed the effect of muscle activation by having six muscle activation schemes,
including activating all extensor or flexor muscles. The authors noticed that the relaxed
muscle condition had the lowest, and the extensor muscle condition experienced the
highest peak resultant angular acceleration in most of the impacts. For more biofidelic
neck response, Bruneau et al. [123] used different activation ratios for extensor and flexor
muscles. They observed a marginal reduction of peak rotational velocity in lateral impact
but a slight increase in frontal and rear impacts in between 5.5-9.3 ms-1impacts velocities.
However, our results indicate a slightly reduced BrIC in frontal and rear impact but a
marginal increase in lateral impact at 3 ms-1speed though we used a similar activation
pattern. The discrepancy in head response may be due to different muscle activation
configurations at various loading conditions. Additionally, cervical spine positioning
might also affect the overall head kinematics. A recent study found that a small change in
cervical spine positioning could have a larger effect on the resultant rotational
acceleration of the head [126]. Bruneau et al. [123] positioned the neck 15 deg from the
horizontal, but in our study, the head-neck position was straight, which might have
influenced the head response.
Limitations in this study include simplifying the muscle activation pattern by
implementing a fixed ratio for all extensor or flexor muscles in every impact scenario. In
a real-world impact, the muscle activation ratio might change based on anticipating
impacts from a different direction. Moreover, the prescribed activation ratio was
suggested previously in an experimental study on human volunteers, which did not
include the electromyography data for deep cervical muscles. This might have missed
half the muscle effect in stabilizing the head-neck segment. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no study focused on deep cervical muscles in a football impact so far.
Another limitation is that the human body model can change only axial stiffness but not
transverse stiffness.
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3.9

Conclusion

In a low-velocity impact, activating cervical muscles reduced linear acceleration, but the
difference in peak rotational velocity was minimum. The head might experience higher
rotational velocity over a longer duration due to muscle activation, resulting in higher
brain strains based on muscle contraction type and impact direction. We could not
observe much difference in injury metrics between fast fiber and slow fiber neck models
in every impact scenario except for frontal impact, where the fast fiber model had a
higher CSDM 15% than the slow fiber model. This is because the fast fibers generated
higher neck force quickly than slow fiber models making the head in the fast fiber model
translate more in the forward direction than in the slow fiber model. The additional
translation made the head experience higher rotational velocity over a longer duration of
time. Future studies should focus on realistic muscle activation modeling, including deep
and superficial neck muscles, and investigate the combined effect of muscle activation
with different cervical spine positions at various loading in a football impact.
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Chapter 4

4

Understanding The Effect of Neck Muscle Fatigue And
Strength On Head Kinematics In Concussive Impact – A
Computational Approach

This study is co-authored by Kewei Bian, Grant James Dickey and Haojie Mao. Kewei
Bian helped with modeling using LS-Prepost and Grant James Dickey assisted in
reviewing the manuscript.

4.1

Abstract

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is a major concern in contact sports, and it is
believed that individual playtime and neck strength could be a predictor of concussion. In
this study, we adopted a numerical approach using detailed and validated finite element
head and neck model (GHBMC) to analyze how neck muscle fatigue and strength would
influence head kinematics in a concussion football impact. We adjusted the forcevelocity, force-length relationship, and activation of muscles to represent a fatigued
muscle. Three neck models with three different isometric forces are modelled to
understand the effect of neck strength and fatigue. We investigated linear, rotational, and
strain-based head injury metrics in a 6 ms-1 frontal impact to the cranium. Our results
indicate that reduced neck muscle force is linked with an increase of HIC15, BrIC,
CSDM15, and mean MPS (P<0.05). Meanwhile, stronger neck experienced reduced
HIC15 by 15%, BrIC by 4%, CSDM15 and mean MPS by 6% and 4% on average,
respectively. We concluded that prolonged game play could induce fatigue on muscles
which lowers the effective mass of the head-neck segment and increase the risk of
sustaining concussion or in severe situations repetitive concussion of an athlete.
Increasing neck strength with proper muscle training could help in attenuating the
severity of head impacts.
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4.2

Introduction

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) consider mild traumatic brain injury
(mTBI) as a major public health concern and epidemiological studies found that the
number of concussions in contact sports almost tripled over the recent years[3-6, 105,
106] . The biomechanics of concussive football impact involves transmitting a direct or
indirect blow to the head, making the brain rapidly move inside the skull that causes
stretch and damage to brain cells[105]. Damaging the brain cells might result in longterm consequences as concussions are highly associated with permanent
neurodegenerative disorders such as chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) and
suicidal tendency in both young and experienced athletes[11, 110].
People who experience mild traumatic brain injuries often report post-concussion
symptoms including physical, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral impairment. Some of
these symptoms such as headache, dizziness, lapse in concentration, fatigue, and
exhaustion could occur immediately and are usually transient [110, 159, 160]. These
short-term symptoms are often ignored and under-reported as the athletes tend to
continue playing the game, which could lead to severe head injury. [107, 108] According
to previous research, athletes who are recovering from a concussion are at a higher risk of
brain injury or suffering a second concussion, commonly known as second impact
syndrome [48, 161, 162]. History of multiple concussions on a same individual increases
the chance of developing depression, reduced quality of life, suicide and other cognitive
disfunctions [50, 51, 162].
The recent increase of concussions in contact sports could result from many factors,
including athlete's playtime on the field [107]. Some studies considered in-game fatigue
to be a significant predictor of concussion. Schick et al. [163] conducted a study on
female hockey injury rates and found that the risk of mTBI is greater in a fatigued state
since most concussions happened when the athlete played two consecutive sessions
without rest. Similar discoveries were observed in both soccer and rugby, as injury rates
are likely to rise later in the game, and substitutions of players were found to be an
effective strategy for reducing injury risk [164-166]. Stevens et al. [167] specifically
looked at the factors influencing mTBI in National Hockey League (NHL) over an entire
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season and found that an athlete's ice time per game was a significant predictor of
concussion. He hypothesized a circular relationship between fatigue and concussion as
post-concussion syndrome often involves severe fatigue, leading to sustaining repetitive
concussions in the same individual [167-169]. However, there is little literature to explain
the biomechanics of fatigued state and repeated concussion risk, demanding further
investigation of this topic.
Cervical muscles play an important role in stabilizing the head-neck segment in a blunt
impact. The osteoligamentous cervical spine only contributes to 20% while muscles are
responsible for maintaining the remaining 80% of the total mechanical load [17]. Many
studies, including mathematical and numerical modeling as well as human volunteer
experiments supported that weak neck muscles and lack of stiffness could lead to a higher
risk of concussion [13, 14, 121, 122]. Theoretically, the contraction of cervical muscles
increases the effective mass of the head by providing rigid coupling between head and
neck. Thus, contracting weaker cervical musculature can generate inadequate reactive
force and stiffness to resist the impending force on the head, resulting in higher head
kinematics [118, 121, 124]. However, recent numerical studies found that in a football
impact, cervical stiffness cannot generate adequate head-neck coupling and resistive
moment in a short amount of time and thus does not affect short-term head kinematics
but might influence long-term head response [123, 140]. Even though stiffness might not
reduce the risk of concussion, it is still unclear how stronger or fatigued muscles would
influence head kinematics.
Muscle fatigue is a complex mechanism and is often denoted as a transient decrease of
maximal voluntary force or power due to intensive continuous or intermittent muscular
work [170-172]. Past literature suggests that fatigue also influences isometric force and
active muscle force by changing muscle force-velocity, force-length relationships, and
muscle onset latency [172-181]. Baudry et al. [174] compared maximal shortening and
lengthening contractions of dorsiflexor muscles in between young and older adults. The
group found that peak torque reduced by almost 27% for young adults and 42% for older
adults in lengthening contraction and 40.9% for young adults and 50.2% for older adults
in shortening contractions. Häkkinen et al. [175] observed almost 20% decline in
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maximal force in young adults when subjected to fatigue loading. MacNaughton et al.
[176] experimented on rats and observed maximum of 77% reduction in active force in
repetitive contractions.
The force-length relationship describes how skeletal muscle force generation is affected
by muscle length[182]. In a normal condition, isometric force is maximum when the
muscle at its optimum length and decreases as the muscles shortens or lengthens.[100].
However, in a fatigued condition, the shape of the force-length curvature changes and
past studies found that mean torque was reduced to almost 35% of its initial value at the
optimum position of the muscle[177]. Similarly, fatigue also slows down the contractile
properties of skeletal muscles and manipulates the curvature of force-velocity
relationship - force generation due to muscle lengthening or shortening [178, 183].
Moreover, fatigue could result in slower muscle response and increased body sway even
when anticipating an impact[179-181].
As fatigue can be induced in the muscles with any of aforementioned complex
mechanisms, it is very difficult to understand the head response of a fatigued athlete due
to methodological constraints. Numerical analysis using FE human body model (HBM)
provides an excellent tool for understanding tissue-level response. Recently, several
studies used Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) model to understand the
neck active response in football impact and automotive studies [93, 122, 123, 140]. The
GHBMC model has detailed anatomical features of neck enabling to understand cervical
spine response [93, 94, 184]. There are passive extensor and flexor muscles in the neck
model to move the head backward and forward respectively. Active muscle response is
characterized by Hill-type muscle modeling, which produces an opportunity to
understand the complex mechanism of fatigued muscles in a football impact.
In this study, we adopted GHBMC 50th percentile male head-neck model to understand
the biomechanics of fatigued muscles on head kinematics in a football impact. We
conducted the Design of experiment (DOE) method to investigate which fatigued
muscles parameter has the most impact on the head kinematics.
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4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Finite element models

Human body model
This study used the 50th percentile male GHBMC human body head and neck model
(Figure 4-1 A), which was validated comprehensively in past studies, including cadaver
and volunteer test [58, 93, 94]. The neck model has a detailed anatomical feature of the
entire cervical region. It consists of 26 3D passive muscles modeled with Ogden function,
including 11 extensors that rotate the head backward and 15 flexor muscles that rotate the
head forward. There are 91 1 D active muscles, including 50 extensor and 31 flexor
muscles, modeled with hill-type elements to simulate the active response of muscles [123].
The active muscle force is a function of muscle length, velocity, and activation level. The
product of these functions yields a scaling factor, which is then multiplied to a muscle's
peak isometric force to determine its total active force. The isometric force of muscle is a
product of peak muscle stress and muscle physiological cross-sectional area [101]. The
total weight of the head-neck model is 6.23kg. The material properties are described in
Appendix A (Table A-1 and A-2)
Linear impactor
A recent deformable linear impactor developed by Biocore, LLC was used to simulate
helmeted impact [98](Figure: 4-1 B). The nylon endcap is modeled with elastic properties,
and the vinyl nitrile foam is modeled with low-density viscoelastic properties. A springdamper system is added to implement a braking system allowing the impactor ram to stop
at 171 mm after engaging the helmeted head form [98].The total weight of the impactor
model is 15.8 kg.

4.3.2

Design of experiments

The following parameters were included in the full factorial design of the experiment to
understand its significance on head kinematics.
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Force-velocity: The force-velocity curve determines muscle force development as a
function of shortening or lengthening. Previous literature defined the relationship, which
is the default curve used in the GHBMC neck model, representing an equal proportion of
fast and slow fibres in the neck model [101] (Figure: 4-1 D). We scaled each point of the
curve down to 50% to represent fatigued muscle (Figure: 4-1 D).
Force-length: At normal condition, the muscle develops peak isometric force at its
optimum length but decreases as it shortens or lengthens. The force reaches zero around
stretches of 0.4 and 1.5 [100, 101]. The GHBMC neck model was assigned the force-length
relationship derived from earlier studies[101] (Figure: 4-1 C). To simulate fatigued state
we scaled each point of the curve by a factor of 0.5 to generate 50% reduced force in all
lengths of the muscle (Figure: 4-1 C).
Peak-isometric stress: At normal conditions, the peak muscle stress varies between 0.20
MPa and 1 MPa [100]. The peak isometric stress is multiplied with the physiological crosssectional area of a muscle to determine the maximum isometric force of a muscle. In this
study, we used three neck models with 0.2 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 1MPa representing a weak,
normal and stronger neck investigate the effect of neck strength in head kinematics.
Activation level: We adjusted the ALM curve, which represents the active response of the
neck model. For biofidelic muscle response, all the flexor and extensor muscles were
activated to maintain a ratio of 1:0.15 to eliminate any movement of the head prior to
impact. The magnitude of muscle activation was 0.87 for flexor muscles and 0.1305 for
extensor muscles which is within the physical limit as suggested by past literature [123].
At the normal condition all muscles were fully activated at 0-20ms of impact. As fatigued
could result in increased muscle latency, all the muscles were activated at 0-25ms to
represent a lag in the response of the muscles as suggested by previous literature [180]
(Figure 4-1 E).
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Figure 4-1: Finite element models and
muscle response settings
A) GHBMC flexor and extensor muscles B)
Linear

impactor

v2

C)

Force-length

relationship D) Force-velocity relationship
E) Muscle activation
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4.3.3

Impact setting

Location and velocity: The impactor was subjected to 6 ms-1 initial velocity to struck the
head model in the frontal direction based on NOCSAE standard [95, 185]. Past studies
suggest that the concussion rate is higher in the frontal impact, and 6 ms-1is typically used
in football helmet testing [139, 186].
Simulation setup and boundary condition: To ensure numerical stability in our
investigation, we adopted a two-step simulation technique. We first analyzed the linear
and rotational kinematics of the head's center of gravity (CG) for all cases of the factorial
matrix, which was measured in a local coordinate system. Then these kinematics were
prescribed in a rigid plane situated at the CG of a head-only model using a local
coordinate system to calculate brain strain response for each case. In the first step of the
simulations, the neck's base was constrained so that the head could flex in any direction
based on the direction of impact. No other boundary condition was applied to get the
kinematics of the head.
Impact response: In this study, we calculated Head Injury Criteria (HIC15), Brain Injury
Criteria (BrIC), Cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM15), and mean Maximum
Principal Strain (MPS) to quantify the risk of concussion for each case. All the analysis of
the factorial design in DOE was performed using Minitab (Minitab, LLC, State College,
Pennsylvania, USA) and spreadsheet. We used CFC 180 to filter all linear acceleration and
rotational velocity curves as suggested by past studies [123, 139]. All 24 simulations were
carried out by using an explicit FE software – LSDYNA R9.0.1 (LSTC, Livermore, CA).
Each simulation was terminated at 200 ms. The minimum timestep is around 1
microsecond. No mass scaling was employed to the model. A default hourglass setting
which was defined in the original model was used for all the simulations.
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4.4
4.4.1

Results
Neck Force vs. Injury metrics

We observed an increase of all types of injury metrics with the decrease of 1D active
neck force. All the 16 cases resulted in 16 different 1D muscle force based on the
different parameters of hill-type muscle. Linear based injury metric (HIC15) has a r2=0.48
and p<0.05 (Figure 4-2A). Rotational based injury metric (BrIC) has a r2=0.59 and p
<0.05 (Figure 4-2B).

Figure 4-2: Effect of neck force on head injury metrics
A) HIC15 vs Neck Force B) BrIC vs Neck Force
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Figure 4-3: Effect of neck force on brain strain-based metrics
A) CSDM15 vs Neck force B) Mean MPS vs Neck force C) Max. MPS vs Neck Force
Brain strain and strain-based injury metrics have higher correlation and r2 values than both
linear and rotational based injury metrics. CSDM15 has a r2=0.60 and P<0.05 (Figure 43A). Both mean and peak Maximum Principal Strain (MPS) has a good correlation of r2=
0.70 and 0.90 and p<0.05, respectively. (Figure 4-3B and 4-3C)

4.4.2

Comparison between neck strength

Strong neck model (1MPa) has 15% reduced HIC15 and 4% reduced BrIC on average than
weak neck model (0.2 MPa). On the other hand, stronger neck has 9% reduced HIC15 and
2% reduced BrIC than average neck model (0.5 MPa) (Figure 4-4 A and B).
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Figure 4-4: Effect of neck strength on head injury metrics
A) HIC15 B) BrIC
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Strain based analysis indicate that strong neck has 6% and 4% reduced CSDM15 and mean
MPS than weak neck and 5% and 3% reduce CSDM15 and mean MPS than average neck
model. (Figure 4-5 A and B)

Figure 4-5: Effect of neck strength on brain strain-based metrics
A) CSDM15 B) mean MPS
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4.4.3

Effect of fatigued parameters

Pareto chart indicates that there is no effect of the three parameters (Force- velocity,
Force-Length and Activation lag) on HIC15, BrIC, CSDM15, and mean MPS in weak and
average neck models. The three parameters affect the neck force production in all three
models (Figure 4-6). Force-velocity and Force-length relationships are mainly
responsible in generating force of neck muscles (Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-6:Pareto chart and main effect plot for neck force
A) Weak Neck B) Average Neck C) Strong Neck
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However, in strong neck we can observe the effect of these three parameters in BrIC and
mean MPS while no effect was observed in HIC15 and CSDM15. We observed that Forcevelocity relationship primary affects BrIC and mean MPS in stronger muscles which is
followed by Force-length relationship (Figure 4-7).
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Figure 4-7: Pareto chart and main effect plot for strong neck
A) BrIC B) mean MPS
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For normal and weak strength necks, Pareto charts indicate that there are no significant
effects of each parameter. However, similar trends exist as how force-velocity and forcelength parameters affect BrIC and brain strain.

4.5

Discussion

This study used a detailed and validated head and neck FE model to simulate 24 football
relevant head impacts to understand the effect of neck muscles on head kinematics. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically analyze the effect of
neck muscle fatigue on head kinematics. Our results indicate that decline of 50% muscle
force has a greater effect on linear based head kinematics (HIC15) which is reduced by
10.5% on average but slightly reduced BrIC, CSDM15 and mean MPS by 1.67%,1.8%,
and 1% respectively. The difference in injury metrics grew as the decrease in neck force
increased by more than 50%. The maximum decrease of neck force was 88% where
HIC15 decreased by 12%, BrIC by 4%, CSDM15 by 10%, and mean MPS by 6%.
Prolonged gameplay might induce fatigue which could affect an athlete’s performance,
balance, and force generating capacity of muscles [171, 172, 187]. We primarily focused
on the neck muscle in this project to understand how fatigue affect the stabilization of the
head-neck segment. We compared the activation of normal and exhausted muscles during
anticipation of an impact. With the decrease of active muscle force, the stiffness of the
neck decreases, and the effective mass of the head-neck segment also decreases.
Therefore, the head experiences higher peak linear kinematics and slightly elevated
rotational kinematics as well as brain strains, suggesting increased risk for sustaining a
concussion in a blunt impact. This supports the findings of the previous literature [163,
167]. Moreover, post-concussion symptoms often involve severe fatigue, our results
indicate that 80% reduction of neck force resulted in greater injury metrics. Thus,
individuals have a higher chance of sustaining another concussion after the first one
which could explain the repetitive or second concussion in the same individual [48, 162,
168, 169] and provide evidence for the circular hypothesis of Steven et al.[167].
In this study, we investigated the effect of neck strength by making three neck models
with a stress of 0.2 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 1Mpa. Typically, muscle stress or tension is a
constant value which is multiplied by muscle’s cross-sectional area to represent the total
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force production in the muscle [101]. We considered three neck models to depict weak ,
normal and strong muscles. Our results indicate that stronger neck model have lesser
head injury criteria than weaker and average neck models. Tierney et al. [13] investigated
the effect of neck strength between male and female and found that female exhibited 50%
more angular acceleration and 49% reduced isometric strength than male. Jin et al. [122]
also observed reduction of head kinematics with stronger neck model as stronger neck is
able to compress quicker than weak neck. However, to represent stronger neck he
activated all the muscles to 200% which is beyond the physiological limit of a person.
Our results provide further evidence in literature even though we observed greater
reduction in linear based head kinematics but minor reduction in rotational and strainbased kinematics. Moreover, the effect of fatigue is higher in stronger neck than weak
neck as 50% reduction of force in stronger neck reduced HIC15 by 16% on average.
We investigated three mechanisms of fatigue including adjusting force- length
relationship, force-velocity relationship, and activation lag of muscles to find if any of
these parameters have a direct effect on injury metrics. Our results indicate that these
three parameters mostly affect force production of neck muscles but does not directly
influence injury metrics in weak or average neck. Only Force-velocity and Force-length
relationship primarily have an effect on BrIC and mean MPS in stronger neck. This
implies that the biomechanics of fatigue primarily affects the force production capacity of
muscles which could lead to disrupt the head-neck segment.
Fatigue can be caused in muscle by a variety of mechanisms, including excitationcontraction coupling dysfunction, the number of actin-myosin cross-bridge contacts, and
metabolic events linked to contractile filament activation [177, 188, 189]. Fitch et al.
[177] studied the effect of muscle length and fatigue and found that mean torque reduced
by more than 35% at the optimum length of the human ankle dorsiflexor muscles. Jones
et. al. [178] studied the changes in the force-velocity in fatigued muscles and observed up
to 40% reduced isometric force. Other studies indicate moderate to substantial decline of
force (≈ 80%) in fatigued muscles [176, 190]. Since the goal of this study is to better
understand the effects of moderate to severe muscular fatigue on head responses in
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athletes, we made reasonable assumption of systematically analyzing neck force
reductions ranging from 50% to 85%.
We simplified muscle fatigue by reducing every point by 50% in the force-length, forcevelocity curves which is one of the limitations in this study. We understand that fatigue
can change the shape of the curves which could affect the isometric force of the muscles.
Thus, future results should focus on finding the proper relationship of the contractile
properties of fatigued muscles in football impacts and investigate the risk of concussion
in different loading conditions.

4.6

Conclusion

We have described a computational method to understand the effect of muscle fatigue
and neck strength on head kinematics. We used design of experiments to systemically
analyze how isometric force of neck muscles affects head response in a football relevant
impact. Our results indicate that weaker neck is associated with increased risk of
concussion. Fatigue which reduces the voluntary production of neck force could increase
head injury metrics, suggesting the likelihood in getting concussion or sustaining
repetitive concussion if not well rested.
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Chapter 5

5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Overview
Understanding the dynamic relationship between neck and head kinematics is critical in
reducing the risk of concussion in contact sports, especially since the number of
concussions is increasing year after year. This final chapter will review the key findings of
the work completed during the 2 years of the M.E.Sc. program as well as identify potential
future research directions.

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

Summary
Neck energy absorption

The second chapter of this thesis was primarily concerned with investigating the internal
energy absorption of all major parts of the cervical region, including the cervical spine,
ligaments, muscles, and tendons, during unanticipated low-velocity blunt impacts to the
head. Results from this chapter provided unique evidence identifying the need to
understand the muscle activity for both deep and superficial neck muscles. Even though
cervical spine absorbed the highest internal energy in full impact duration, cervical
muscles are responsible to absorb the most internal energy in short impact duration
particularly when peak head kinematics are observed. This suggests that neck
musculature may be a modifiable factor that can help to reduce the severity of peak head
kinematics and, as a result, the risk of concussion. For each impact scenario, we also
ranked the neck muscles that absorbed more than 5% of internal energy.

5.1.1.2

Effect of neck muscle activation involving fast and slow
fibers

The third chapter of this thesis investigated the effect of muscle activation in an
anticipated impact on head kinematics in a low velocity blunt impact, taking into account
two different muscle fiber types that are dependent on athletic performance. Our results
indicate that in a low velocity impact muscle activation primarily influences the linear
based head kinematics while rotational based head kinematics remains unaffected. The
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neck with fast twitch muscle fibers produced a higher amount of contractile force more
rapidly than the slow twitch fiber neck model, but we observed minimum variations in
linear and rotational based head kinematics between these two neck models. The
movement of the head relative to the neck as a result of anticipating an impact may place
additional strain on brain cells, potentially increasing the risk of mTBI-related injury.

5.1.1.3

Effect of muscle fatigue and strength

The fourth chapter of this thesis investigated the effect of neck muscle strength and fatigue
on head kinematics in a concussive frontal head impact. Contractile properties of the Hilltype muscle model such as force-velocity, force-length relationship and activation pattern
of the muscles were adjusted to simulate fatigued response. Peak isometric stress of each
muscle was changed to model weak, average and strong neck. Our results indicate that
decreasing neck force is associated with increasing linear, rotational, and strain-based
injury metrics. Stronger neck experienced lesser head kinematics than weaker neck. Thus,
fatigue may increase the likelihood of sustaining a concussion, and a strong neck offers an
advantage over a weak neck in terms of mitigating the severity of head blows.

5.1.2

Limitations

Although the GHBMC head and neck has been extensively validated over several studies,
there are some limitations associated with each study which was discussed in the
previous chapters. One limitation with the neck model lies in the implementation of the
Hill-type muscle model which can only modify axial stiffness of the muscles but not the
transverse stiffness. Moreover, due to methodological constraints it is very difficult to
obtain EMG data of neck muscle on volunteers or athletes in mTBI induced head
impacts, therefore, we used a simplified model to depict activation and fatigue in neck
musculature. We only considered bare head impacts with low impact velocity, as a higher
velocity (> 6 ms -1) would result in too much force resulting in severe deformation of the
head model. Additionally, 50th percentile male model represents an average male head
and neck, but we understand that an athlete would have bigger muscle size in comparison
with a normal human male.
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5.2
5.2.1
5.2.1.1

Future work, Novelty and Significance
Future work
Effect of higher neck strength in activation

In this thesis, we used 50th percentile male FE model which represents an average male to
study the effect of muscle activation. However, athletes in contact sports such as football
go through rigorous neck muscle training so it is expected that they would be able to
generate more muscle force than the average individual. Our results from chapter 4
indicate that increasing neck force decreases head kinematics. Therefore, in future studies
we plan to analyze how activating muscles with higher neck force would affect head
kinematics in concussive impacts using bigger FE models.

5.2.1.2

Evaluation of muscle activity of deep and superficial
muscles on human volunteers

Our results indicate that deep cervical muscles are equally as important as superficial
muscles in stabilizing the head in a blunt impact. However, there lacks an understanding
of the deep muscle activity as most of the past studies focused on surface muscles due to
being an non-invasive method. Future studies should focus on the activity of deep
muscles as they could play a vital role in mTBI related head impacts.

5.2.1.3

Cervical spine position

Literature suggests that the initial position of the cervical spine may affect the overall
head kinematics [126]. Fanton et al. [126] found that less than a 5 degree change in
cervical spine could affect the rotational head acceleration by over 100%. This effect was
greater than the manipulation of torque in soft tissues which had a smaller effect (<30%)
on peak head rotational acceleration. We also observed a deviation in head kinematics in
different head impact scenarios when comparing with earlier studies [123]. The
discrepancy in the findings could be attributed to the initial cervical spine position used in
these studies. As a result, future research should focus on a comprehensive analysis of
different spinal positions involving different anterior, posterior and lateral movement of
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the head to understand the combined influence of cervical spine positions, neck muscle
strength and stiffness in mTBI induced impacts.

5.2.1.4

Head to shoulder/ ground impact

Although helmet to helmet impacts are the most common type of concussive impacts,
literature suggest a number of head to shoulder or ground impacts cause concussions
[191, 192]. How muscle activation would affect these types of impacts is still unclear and
needs further investigation. Our plan is to use computational method with FE models to
investigate these impact scenarios.

5.2.1.5

Age and sex-based study

It has been hypothesized that females are more vulnerable to concussion than male due to
weaker neck [13, 14] but the biomechanics behind it is poorly understood. We want to
examine how cervical muscles affect head responses between different sex and ages with
the latest release of THUMS male, female, and child models.

5.2.2

Novelty and Significance

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to understand the energy absorption
of the cervical muscles and other major anatomical parts in the cervical region to signify
their importance in stabilizing the head in a direct impact. Using a novel computational
approach, our results indicate that cervical muscles play a major role by absorbing higher
amounts of internal energy in early impact especially when peak head kinematics
develop. This suggests that neck muscles could be a modifiable factor which may help in
mitigating the severity of mTBI as most of the head’s response are developed early in
impact (<20ms). Moreover, individually superficial muscles such as the
sternocleidomastoid and trapezius might have absorbed higher amount of internal energy,
but when combined, both deep and superficial muscles absorbed equal amount of energy.
Currently, sEMG is only used to focus on the muscle response of the surface muscles of
the neck; new methods must be developed to analyze the activity of deep muscles as well,
or half of the effect of neck muscle will be ignored in mTBI-related studies.
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We further investigated the influence of cervical muscle activation in low velocity
impacts. Although a number of studies focused on muscle response, there is a need to
further investigate the effect of activation of cervical muscles in low velocity impacts
using multiple loading conditions. Moreover, these studies did not consider the effect of
muscle fibers, which could significantly affect head response as past studies have found
that due to a higher amount of slow twitch fibers in the neck muscles, elderly people
exhibit higher head kinematics [152]. The novelty of our study is to understand how the
head would respond in a low-velocity impact surrounding the cranium and facial bone
with different fiber type neck model (fast and slow) using biofidelic muscle response. We
found that early muscle activation in low-velocity impact primarily influences linearbased head kinematics and not rotational-based head kinematics. The difference in
kinematic results from the study done in past literature could be due to the initial cervical
position as they placed the neck 15◦ from the horizontal where we used a straight headneck model. Past literature also suggests that a small change in cervical position would
drastically change the output of head kinematics [126]. Even though the fast twitch fiber
model produced 22% more neck force, there was little difference in linear and rotationalbased head kinematics between the two models, suggesting that the risk of concussion
would remain the same for endurance and power type athletics in most impact conditions.
However, strain-based injury metrics showed that the higher neck force would result in
increased brain strain. This is because activating 1D muscles would rotate the head
relative to the neck and translates forward initially but remained stationary before impact
(at 80 ms). Despite having a higher peak value, the head with active muscles experienced
peak rotational velocity for a longer duration than passive muscles due to the initial
movement, resulting in higher mean MPS and CSDM for the activated muscle model.
In our last study, we used a novel computational approach to investigate the effect of
neck muscle strength and fatigue in a concussive football impact. Previously, sex-based
study on concussion revealed that female are at higher risk in sustaining concussion than
male due to lesser neck strength [13]. Prolonged game play causes fatigue which is
hypothesized to be a significant predictor of mTBI in contact sports [167]. However,
there is a gap in understanding how neck strength or fatigue influences head kinematics
in a football impact which require further evaluation. We used a numerical approach
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using a detailed and validated head-neck model to investigate neck muscle strength and
fatigue on head response. Jin et al. [122] activated all the muscles to 200% to represent
stronger neck but activating muscles to this level is beyond the physiological limit of a
normal human. Comparing with an average person an athlete with extensive muscle
training would be able to generate higher force, thus to understand the effect of neck
strength we modeled three neck with 0.2 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 1MPa peak isometric stress
as suggested by past literature to all 1D active neck fibers [100]. Moreover, we adjusted
the force-velocity, force-length relationship, and activation pattern to depict moderate to
severe fatigue of the neck muscles (50%- 80% reduction of neck force). We found that
stronger neck model primarily reduced linear based head kinematics (HIC15) by 15% on
average than weaker neck but the effect on rotational and strain-based kinematics were
small (<6%). Thus, it is possible to reduce the severity of head impacts by increasing the
strength of neck muscles, but overall neck strength has minor effect in reducing
concussion risk in contact sports. Moreover, we observed a link between decreasing neck
force and increasing injury metrics (P<0.05). This supports the hypothesis that in game
fatigue could moderately increase the chance of sustaining a concussion or repetitive
concussion of an athlete.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Material Property of finite element model
Table A-1: Material property of head model [128]

Part

Material

Element

Type

Type

Density
(kg/m3)

Cerebrum

Bulk

Short-time

Long-time

Modulus

shear

shear

(GPa)

modulus

modulus

(KPa)

(KPa)

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

6

1.2

Cerebellum

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

6

1.2

Thalamus

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

6

1.2

Brain Stem

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

6

1.2

Basal ganglia

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

6

1.2

CSF

Viscoelastic

Solid

1040

2.19

0.5

0.1

3rd Ventricle

Viscoelastic

Solid

1040

2.19

0.5

0.1

Corpus

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

7.5

1.5

Viscoelastic

Solid

1060

2.19

7.5

1.5

Facial tissue

Viscoelastic

Solid

1100

0.005

0.00034

0.00014

Scalp

Viscoelastic

Solid

1100

0.02

0.0017

0.00068

gray

callosum
Cerebrum
gray
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Part

Material

Element

Type

Type

Density
(kg/m3)

Young

Poisson’s

Modulus

ratio

(GPa)

Dura

Elastic

Shell

1100

0.0315

0.35

Falx

Elastic

Shell

1100

0.0125

0.35

Pia

Elastic

Shell

1100

0.0125

0.35

Tentorium

Elastic

Shell

1100

0.0315

0.5

Arachnoid

Elastic

Shell

1100

0.012

0.35

Part

Material

Element

Density

Young

Poisson’s

Yield

Type

Type

Modulus

ratio

Stress

(kg/m3)

Bridging

Linear

vein

elastic

Tangent modulus (GPa)

(GPa)

Beam

1130

0.03

0.48

0.00413

0.0122

Solid

1000

0.6

0.3

0.004

0.02

Solid

2100

10

0.25

0.09

0.5

Solid

2100

10

0.25

0.09

0.5

plasticity
Skull

Linear

Diploe

elastic
plasticity

Skull Outer

Linear
elastic
plasticity
Linear
elastic
plasticity
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Table A-2: Material property of neck model [ 93, 94]

Part

Material

Element

Type

Type

Density

Young’s

Poisson’s

Strength

Hardening

modulus

ratio

co-

exponent

(kg/m3)

Cancellous

Power law

efficient

Solid

1.09e-06

0.291

0.3

0.0071180

0.2741

Rigid

Solid

1.09e-06

0.291

0.3

0

0

Material

Element

Density

Young’s

Poisson’s

Yield

Tangent

Type

Type

modulus

ratio

Stress

modulus

plasticity
Hyoid
bone
Part

(kg/m3)
Cortical

Plastic

Shell

2e-06

16.799

0.3

0.1102

0.893

Shell

2e-06

5.599

0.3

0.0367

0.297

Material

Element

Density

Bulk

Type

Type

kinematic
Endplates

Plastic
kinematic

Part

Modulus
(kg/m3)

C2 -T1

Viscoelastic

Shell

Endplate

(GPa)

1.360e-

2

06

Cartilage
C0, C1
Cartilage

Viscoelastic

Solid

1.360e-

2

06
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Facets

Viscoelastic

Shell

1.36e0-6

2

Part

Material

Element

Density

Stiffness

Type

Type

coefficient
(kg/m3)

Ligaments

Non-linear

Beam

1.2e-06

1

Material

Element

Density

Bulk

Type

Type

elastic spring
discrete
beam
Part

Modulus
(kg/m3)

Annulus

(GPa)

Rubber/foam

Solid

1.36e-06

1.72

Nucleus

Viscoelastic

Solid

1.36e-06

1.72

Part

Material

Element

Density

Initial

Peak

Maximum

Type

Type

stretch

isometric

Strain rate

ratio

stress

matrix

(kg/m3)

(MPa)
Active

Muscle

Beam

2.0e-06

1

0.5

muscles

(Hill- type)

Part

Material

Element

Density

Poisson’s

Shear

Type

Type

ratio

modulus

(kg/m3)
Passive

Ogden

muscles

rubber

Tendons

Ogden

Solid

8.0e-07

0.49

14.5

Solid

8.0e-07

0.49

14.5

rubber

100

0.005

Appendix B: Validation matrix for neck model [93, 94]

Description

Impact severity

Reference

Rear impact Volunteer

4g

Fice et al. [93]

7g

Fice et al. [93]

8g

Fice et al. [93]

C4- C5 segment level

Prescribed low and high

Panzer et al. [193]

validation in flexion,

level loading based on

extension, lateral bending,

validation data

global kinematics
validation with muscle
activation
Rear impact Cadaver
global kinematics
validation with passive
muscles
Local tissue level
validation using cadaver
bench-top with passive
muscle

axial rotation,
compression, tension, and
anterior, posterior and
lateral shear
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